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Reporting on Information Governance

Chapter 1. Overview
By using IBM® InfoSphere® Information Governance Dashboard you can measure
the impact and effectiveness of your information governance initiatives by
querying and visualizing business, technical, and operational metadata that is
collected and cataloged by IBM InfoSphere Information Server products.
To review a global enterprise view of all information governance metadata, you
can use the InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard graphs and reports for
these tasks:
v Display execution results and target achievements for data rules, data rule sets,
and metrics. Display data rule bindings between data rules and database assets.
v Monitor the implementation of your information governance setup.
v Gain insight into the relationships between information governance assets,
stewards that are responsible for the assets, and terms that those assets are
assigned to.
v Track how recent or out-of-date your data rule runs are and gain confidence in
the information you have.
You can drill down from summary charts and lists to various detailed reports and
navigate between InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard and IBM
InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog.
InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard provides you with these elements:
v A set of SQL views
v A Cognos Framework Manager model
v A set of Cognos reports and a workspace for them
You can use or customize the Cognos reports and workspaces for your own
information governance environment. You can also create ad hoc reports by
dragging and dropping report elements in a Cognos workspace.
If you used a different reporting tool, such as SAP BusinessObjects, or if you want
to create your own reports independently of a tool, you can use the SQL views to
create those reports. The SQL views offer the ability to query governance-related
metadata in the metadata repository of InfoSphere Information Server. Full
documentation of the objects that you can query in the metadata repository is
provided, with diagrams and definitions. The objects include the following
categories:
v Information governance policies, information governance rules, categories, terms,
stewards, custom attributes, and labels from IBM InfoSphere Information
Governance Catalog
v Projects, rules, rule definitions, rule sets, and metrics from InfoSphere
Information Analyzer
v Implemented data resources that are imported into the metadata repository,
including host computers, databases, schemas, database tables, and database
columns
v Other related metadata objects, such as suite users, labels, and notes
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Chapter 2. Preparing to use InfoSphere Information
Governance Dashboard
Before you use IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard, familiarize
yourself with the terminology conventions used in InfoSphere Information
Governance Dashboard and in the SQL views. Also become familiar with the
planning and implementation that is necessary for the information governance
environment.

Terminology conventions in InfoSphere Information Governance
Dashboard and the SQL views
The terminology that is used in views and reports is the product of several
different suite tools.
IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard and the SQL views that
underlie it enable reporting on a range of metadata objects that describe
governance status across the domains of data quality and information governance.
InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard uses the following terminology
conventions for objects that appear in reports and charts.

Information Governance domain
The information governance domain consists of views of metadata objects that are
created in IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog, such as categories,
terms, stewards, labels, information governance polices, and information
governance objects. The domain also consists of objects that these governance
objects govern or link to, including database tables and database columns.
It is important to understand how the following terms are used in this domain:
Information governance policy
An information governance policy is a natural-language description of a
governance subject area. You can organize information governance policies
in a hierarchy that is based on their meaning and relationships to one
another. Each information governance policy can contain multiple
information governance subpolicies. Each information governance policy
can reference one or more information governance rules.
In this document and in the charts, reports, and SQL views, information
governance policies are often referred to as policies.
Important: Policies that were created in InfoSphere Information Analyzer
are not information governance policies and are not represented in the SQL
views or the Cognos reports.
Information governance rule
An information governance rule is a natural-language description of the
criteria that are used to determine whether information assets are
compliant with business objectives.
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Information governance rules can be referenced by one or more policies, or
by no policies. Information governance rules can be implemented by assets
such as data rules, and can govern assets such as database tables and
columns.

Data quality domain
The data quality domain includes metadata assets that are created in InfoSphere
Information Analyzer, such as data rules, data rule definitions, data rule sets, data
rule set definitions, metrics, and database assets such as columns that are bound to
data rules. One focus of many of the InfoSphere Information Governance
Dashboard reports and charts is the percentage of success for the latest run of a
data rule: how many records passed and how many failed.
It is important to understand how the following terms are used in this domain.
Data rule definition
A data rule definition defines the logic and the validity benchmark for one
or more data rules.
Data rule
A data rule is an executable rule that applies the logic of a data rule
definition against a specific database column. Data rules can implement
information governance rules.
Data rule set definition
A data rule set definition is a collection of data rule definitions. Data rule
set definitions are designed to capture how a record within a data source
conforms to multiple data rules; for example, how many rules a specific
record breaks.
Data rule set
A data rule set is an executable rule set that is created from a data rule set
definition by selecting actual data to be used for each term or variable in
the definition. A data rule set can identify the overall quality or confidence
in a data source.
Data metric
A data metric represents a meaningful measurement that is based on
results from one or more data rules, rule sets, or other metrics. Examples
are a specific weighted average, a cost factor, or a risk calculation.
Exception
In InfoSphere Information Analyzer, exception is used to mean the failure of
a single record in the run of a data rule. In InfoSphere Information
Governance Dashboard reports and charts, exception generally means the
failure of the run of a data rule to meet its target success rate. Thus a
report might list hundreds of failures of records in a single run but only
one exception.
Target The target success rate that appears in charts and reports is based on
threshold values that are defined globally in a configuration table or locally
at the level of a data rule. For more information, see “Creating and
customizing the InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
configuration tables” on page 8.
SQL view
In the context of InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard, SQL view
refers to a view defined over objects of the metadata repository. SQL views
serve as the basis for analytical queries.
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Because governance requires rules, there are multiple repository objects whose
names include rule. For the sake of clarity, the following objects are referred to by
their full names:
v
v
v
v
v

Information governance rules
Data rule definitions
Data rules
Data rule set definitions
Data rule sets

Implementing an information governance environment
To use IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard Cognos reports, you
must plan and implement the information governance environment. You create
governance assets in IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog and link
them to data rules that you create in InfoSphere Information Analyzer.
You can build your information governance from the top down or the bottom up,
or some combination of both. You can start by developing an enterprise strategy
with information governance policies and information governance rules, and then
creating the corresponding data rules and other assets. Or you can add information
governance policies and information governance rules on top of an existing
environment that contains data rules and other assets.
The following list describes the elements of an information governance
environment that are used by InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
Cognos reports and SQL views. The list is not sequential, and not all elements are
required. However, the Cognos data quality reports rely on the existence of
information governance policies that reference information governance rules that
are implemented by data rules.
Develop an information governance organization
Planning and implementing the information governance environment
generally involves a cross-disciplinary team that combines business and IT
departments. For more information, see the following resources:
v IBM Information Server: Integration and Governance for Emerging Data
Warehouse Demands
v Design and develop information governance policies and information
governance rules
Establish high-level policies and rules
Use InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog to create or import
information governance policies and information governance rules
(http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/iisinfsv/v9r1/topic/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.bg.bestp.doc/topics/c_pr_import_pols_rules.html) .
Import data and metadata
Use InfoSphere Metadata Asset Manager to import metadata assets
(http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/iisinfsv/v9r1/topic/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.mmi.doc/topics/
t_importing_metadata_into_staging_area.html).
Set up data quality analysis
Use InfoSphere Information Analyzer to create and run data rules and
create metrics (http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/iisinfsv/v9r1/topic/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.ia.quality.doc/topics/dq_analyzing_dataquality.html).
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The rules and metrics represent the knowledge that your enterprise
developed over time to meet its data quality objectives .
Create categories and terms, and assign assets
Use InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog to plan, design, and
deploy a business glossary (http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/iisinfsv/
v9r1/topic/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.bg.bestp.doc/topics/
c_iadmgde_BuildingGlossary.html). Create categories and terms that
capture and represent the vocabulary that is used in your organization and
assign information assets to the terms.
Define accountability
Use InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog to assign stewards to
assets (http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/iisinfsv/v9r1/topic/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.bg.bestp.doc/topics/c_Create_stewards.html).
Link information governance policies to information governance rules
You can set the linkage in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog,
when you create or edit an information governance policy or information
governance rule. You can also set relationships between policies and
between rules.
Important: For the data quality charts the linkage for both information
governance policy to information governance rule and information
governance rule to data rule is required.
The following graphic shows the policy IGD Dashboard Configuration
Validity and the information governance rule IGD Configuration Parameter
Validation in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog after the two are
linked.

Link information governance rules to data rules
In InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog, when you create or edit an
information governance rule, you can set the ImplementedBy relationship
to data rules or data rule sets.
Important: For the data quality charts the linkage for both information
governance policy to information governance rule and information
governance rule to data rule is required.
The following graphic shows the information governance rule linked to
two data rules that implement it.
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Chapter 3. Configuring components
Before you can run the Cognos information governance reports, you must
complete installation and configuration tasks.

Prerequisites for using the Cognos reports
To use the Cognos reports of IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard,
you must install the required components and create the necessary governance
assets in the metadata repository.

Software prerequisites
Meet the following software prerequisites:
v To use the Cognos reports, IBM InfoSphere Information Server must be installed.
To take full advantage of the reports, ensure that IBM InfoSphere Information
Analyzer is installed as well.
v To use the Cognos reports, IBM Cognos® Business Intelligence version 10.2 or
10.2.1 must be installed.
v To use the InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard model, which is a
Framework Manager model, you must install Cognos Framework Manager
version 10.2 or 10.2.1. The version of Cognos Framework Manager must be the
same version as the version of Cognos Business Intelligence that you use.
v Ensure that the web browser that you use is supported for your version of
Cognos Business Intelligence: http://www.ibm.com/support/
docview.wss?uid=swg27027080.

Required assets
To take full advantage of the available queries and reports, ensure that the
necessary metadata is available and has properly linked relationships when you
implement your information governance environment. The following list describes
tasks that you might want to perform if your metadata is not already prepared
appropriately:

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2013, 2014
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v Import database metadata such as tables and columns by using IBM InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager.
v In InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog, create policies and information
governance rules and link them to each other. Create stewards and terms and
link them to assets.
v In InfoSphere Information Analyzer, create data rule definitions and rule set
definitions and the corresponding data rules and rule sets.
v To include data rules in reports of the Data Quality domain, link the information
governance rules in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog to the data
rules and data rule sets that were created in InfoSphere Information Analyzer.
Related information:
Security role overview

Creating and customizing the InfoSphere Information Governance
Dashboard configuration tables
You create tables that hold translation mappings, threshold values, and connection
information.

About this task
IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard accesses configuration data to
provide content that is adapted to the environment in which you use InfoSphere
Information Governance Dashboard. This configuration data is stored in two
tables, MSG_LIB and SETUP_PARAMETER. The tables store the following
information:
v Mappings of report labels that represent descriptive text to translations for
specific locales
v Connection information that links report content with content in IBM InfoSphere
Information Governance Catalog
v Threshold values that are used in reports to highlight success and failure rates
for runs of data rules
The configuration tables are created in the metadata repository and populated with
sample content based on an SQL script.

Procedure
1. Copy the CreateIGDConfigTables.sql file from Information_Server_Home/
Clients/InformationGovernanceDashboard/setup/configuration to a temporary
location.
2. Open CreateIGDConfigTables.sql in a text editor. The file contains lines that
include parameter name and parameter value pairs. For example: INSERT INTO
IGDCONFG.SETUP_PARAMETER VALUES (’<parameter name>’,’<parameter
value>’);.
3. Replace the string <parameter value> for the parameter IGC_URL with the URL
for launching the IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog. For
example, if you access InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog with the
URL https://HOSTNAME:PORT/ibm/iis/igc/, the entry becomes:
INSERT INTO IGDCONFG.SETUP_PARAMETER VALUES (’IGC_URL’,’https://HOSTNAME:PORT
/ibm/iis/igc/’)

4. If necessary, change the default thresholds for indicating failure and success
rates for runs of data rules. These thresholds are used in some reports to give a
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quick indication of the status. The default values represent the percentage of
successful runs for each threshold. For more information, see “Target thresholds
for runs of data rules” on page 31
Threshold name

Default value

GLOBAL_TARGET_UPPER_THRESHOLD

0.98

GLOBAL_TARGET_LOWER_THRESHOLD

0.94

For Oracle databases only, create the user igdconfg and assign it to the XMETA
tablespace. Log in to SQLPlus as sysdba, and give igdconfg the required
permissions to create and read tables. For DB2 databases, the user who creates
the schema IGDCONFG and runs the script CreateIGDConfigTables.sql must
have appropriate permissions. In most cases this user is the xmeta user.
6. Create the schema IGDCONFG.
7. Connect to the metadata repository and run the script
CreateIGDConfigTables.sql to create the required views and tables.

5.

Deploying the InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard package
You must deploy the package into IBM Cognos before you can run the Cognos
reports.

Before you begin
Ensure that the web browser that you use is supported for your version of Cognos
Business Intelligence: http://www.ibm.com/support/
docview.wss?uid=swg27027080.
If a previous version of the IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
package is already deployed, do one of the following actions before you deploy the
new package:
v Remove the previously installed Information_Governance_Dashboard package.
v Move the previously installed package to a new folder.

Procedure
1. Copy the IGD_Deployment_Archive.zip file from Information_Server_Home/
Clients/InformationGovernanceDashboard/report_deployment_package to
Cognos_Home/deployment, where Cognos_Home is the location of your Cognos
installation. For example, you might copy the file to c:\Program
Files\ibm\cognos\c10_64\deployment.
2. Open the link to your Cognos server, http://Server/Cognos_URL/, where
Server is the Cognos server and Cognos_URL is the rest of the URL. For
example, http://mycognosserver.mycompany.com/cognos10/.
3. Click Launch, and select IBM Cognos Administration.
4. On the IBM Cognos Administration page, select the Configuration tab, and
click Content Administration in the list on the left of the tab.
5. Click the New Import icon in the list of icons.
6. Select IGD_Deployment_Archive from the list of available deployment
archives, and click Next.
7. On the Select the public folders content page of the New Import wizard, select
the package name Information_Governance_Dashboard, and click Next.
8. Click Next until you reach the Select an action page, and then click Finish.
Chapter 3. Configuring components
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9. To start the import, click Run.
10. To view the import details, click OK.
11. To view the import results and verify that all 98 objects were imported
successfully, click Refresh. If any objects are listed as failed, check to make
sure that access rights are set properly at the file level and that you are using
Cognos Business Intelligence version 10.2 or 10.2.1.
12. Click Close.

Defining the data source connection for InfoSphere Information
Governance Dashboard
You define a data source connection to connect to the InfoSphere Information
Server metadata repository.

Before you begin
Make sure that the server that is running Cognos Business Intelligence can access
the InfoSphere Information Server metadata repository database. If the metadata
repository is on a remote server, add the node and database to the local node and
database directory by using the db2 catalog command or a DB2 client utility.

About this task
The Cognos reports are based on SQL queries on metadata views and on
configuration data. For the queries to work, you must create a data source
connection in Cognos Business Intelligence to the InfoSphere Information Server
metadata repository database, by default named XMETA.

Procedure
1. In a web browser, connect to your Cognos server, http://SERVER/COGNOSURL/,
and start the IBM Cognos Administration application.
2. Select the Configuration tab, and click Data Source Connections.
3. Click the New Connection icon.
4. In the New Data Source wizard, enter xmeta as the connection name, optionally
provide descriptive text, and click Next.
5. In the Type field, select IBM DB2. Make sure that Configure JDBC connection
is selected, and click Next.
6. On the wizard page for specifying the connection string, complete the
following steps.
a. Enter the database alias.
b. Select Password.
c. Enter the ID of a user with read access to the views and configuration tables
in the xmeta database in the User ID field. You might create a dedicated
user named igduser for this purpose. On Oracle, make sure this user is
assigned to the XMETA table space. Grant the user select access to all views
and tables in the schemas cmviews, igviews, iaviews, rlviews, and igdconfg.
d. Enter the password.
e. Click Test the connection, and verify that the connection is successful.
f. Click Next.
7. On the next page, complete the following steps.
a. Enter the name of the server that hosts the database.
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b. Enter the database port.
c. Enter xmeta as the name of the database.
d. Click Test the connection.
8. Click Finish.

Installing report images for InfoSphere Information Governance
Dashboard
You install the icons and images that are used by the Cognos reports.

Procedure
1. Create a folder named governance_images under COGNOS_HOME/webcontent/
samples, where COGNOS_HOME is the location where IBM Cognos is installed.
2. Copy the files Green.gif, Yellow.gif, and Red.gif from
Information_Server_Home/Clients/InformationGovernanceDashboard/setup/
images to the governance_images folder that you created in the previous step.

Verifying installation of Cognos reports for InfoSphere Information
Governance Dashboard
You can import Cognos metadata and configure the environment to verify that the
Cognos reports are installed correctly. This verification is helpful if you do not yet
have metadata in the metadata repository, or if you have not implemented an
information governance environment.

Before you begin
Assign the required suite roles to one or more users. The user who verifies the
installation of the Cognos reports must have the following roles:
v
v
v
v
v

Suite User
Rules Author
Common Metadata Importer
InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog Administrator
Information Analyzer Data Administrator

v Information Analyzer Project Administrator

About this task
The steps in the this procedure are usually performed in a development or test
environment, but not on a production system.

Procedure
1. Import metadata from the configuration tables:
a. As a user with administrative permissions, open IBM InfoSphere Metadata
Asset Manager.
b. Click the Import tab, and then select New Import Area.
c. Name the import area XMETA_import, select IBM > IBM InfoSphere DB2
Connector from the list in the Select a Bridge or Connector dialog box, and
then click Next.
d. Click Select Data Connection, and then create a data connection named
XMETA_CONNECTION that points to the metadata repository (usually
Chapter 3. Configuring components
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xmeta). Enter the credentials of a user who has read access to the metadata
repository (usually xmeta). Test the connection, and then click OK to return
to the Create New Import Area dialog box.
Enter IGDCONFG into the Schema name filter field, and then click Next.
Select a Host System name, and then click Next.
Select Express Import, and then click Import.
After the import is complete, click OK to verify that the metadata for the
two tables MSG_LIB and SETUP_PARAMETER was imported.
2. Open an operating system command window, and run the following command:
e.
f.
g.
h.

Information_Server_Home/ASBNode/bin/IAAdmin.[bat|sh] -user IA_ADMIN_USERID
-password
IA_ADMIN_PASSWORD -url https://HOSTNAME:PORT
-create -projectContent Information_Server_Home/Clients
/InformationGovernanceDashboard/
setup/installation_verification/iv_ia_project_import.xml

The default PORT number is 9443.
3. Configure user settings:
a. Click Configuration > Users.
b. On the Users tab, select a project user that has the required suite roles.
c. Click Configuration > Analysis Settings.
d. On the Analysis Engine tab, enter the credentials of a DataStage user who
has the privilege to run jobs, or clear the check mark from Use static
DataStage credentials to select the project user.
4. Configure and validate data rules:
a. On the project menu, click Develop > Data Quality.

b. Run the IGDConfigCheck_DR data rule, and view the result. Verify that the
run successfully processed all records with #met = 100%.
c. Run the IGDFailingOnPurpose_DR data rule, and view the result. Verify
that the run failed on all records with #met = 0%.
d. Run the IGDConfigValidationMetric metric and, view the result. Verify that
the result is 100 %.
e. Run the IGDConfigValidationSet data rule set, and view the result. Verify
that the Mean% column under Rules Not Met Per Record shows 50%.
5. Import the information governance policy and information governance rule
from the installation folder into IBM InfoSphere Information Governance
Catalog:
a. Log on InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog as an administrative
user.
b. Import Information_Server_Home/Clients/
InformationGovernanceDashboard/setup/installation_verification/
iv_glossary_import.xml. This action creates the information governance
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policy IGD Dashboard Configuration Validity and a corresponding
information governance rule, IGD Configuration Parameter Validation.
c. Open the definition of the IGD Configuration Parameter Validation
information governance rule, and click Edit.
d. Expand the section Implemented By, and select the asset type Data Rule.
Enter IGD into the search field.
e. Select the data rules IGDConfigCheck_DR and IGDFailingOnPurpose_DR,
and click Save.
6. Open IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard and verify the
results:
a. Connect to http://SERVER/COGNOSURL/, where SERVER is the Cognos
Connection host computer and COGNOSURL is the Cognos Connection
URL.
b. Verify the successful execution of the IGD Installation Verification report in
Public Folders > Dashboard > Information Governance Dashboard >
Reports. You should see the following results:
v All of the report sections contain information and are not empty.
v The Icon Library section displays three icons.
v Two data rules exist for the policy IGD Dashboard Configuration Validity.
v The policy has one referenced information governance rule, IGD
Configuration Parameter Validation, which is implemented by the two
data rules.
v There is one exception for the data rule IGDFailingOnPurpose_DR. All
records failed.
v All records passed for the data rule IGDConfigCheck_DR.
v The metric score for both data rules is 100.
v The report sections Information Governance Rules, Data Rules, Data Rule
Sets, and Metrics all display the results of step 4.
If you see only the metric score, take the following steps:
v Verify in the InfoSphere Information Server console that the data rules
ran successfully.
v Verify in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog that the data rules
are linked to the information governance rule IGD Configuration
Parameter Validation by the Implemented By relationship.
v Verify the values for the parameters IGC_URL,
GLOBAL_TARGET_UPPER_THRESHOLD, and
GLOBAL_TARGET_LOWER_THRESHOLD in the configuration table
IGDCONFG.SETUP_PARAMETER.

What to do next
To ensure that only your own enterprise metadata appears in the metadata
repository, you might want to delete the metadata that you imported in this task:
v Delete the project in InfoSphere Information Analyzer.
v Delete the information governance policy and information governance rule in
InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog.
v Delete the imported database on the Repository Management tab of InfoSphere
Metadata Asset Manager.

Chapter 3. Configuring components
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Chapter 4. Working with the Cognos reports
You can access IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard reports, charts,
lists, and drill-through reports in the Public Folders section of IBM Cognos
Connection. You access IBM Cognos Connection by opening the link to your
Cognos server, http://Server/Cognos_URL/, where Server is the Cognos server and
Cognos_URL is the rest of the URL. For example, http://
mycognosserver.mycompany.com/cognos10/.
The main access to the Cognos reports is through the tabs of the InfoSphere
Information Governance Dashboard workspace. A shortcut to the workspace is at
the highest level of the Information_Governance_Dashboard folder.

The InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard workspace displays
information about the success or failure of runs of data rules that are linked to
information governance policies. The workspace includes tabs for governance
performance, data quality, information recency, and metrics for terms.
The Reports folder contains all of the charts, lists and drill-through reports that
appear in the Information Governance workspace. It also contains many additional
charts and lists. The drill-through reports are accessed by links in charts, lists, or
reports.
You can drag charts and lists onto a workspace from the Content tab. The
following image shows the folder structure of the Content tab in Cognos
Connection.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2013, 2014
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The Reports folder contains two domains that are represented by folders:
Data Quality
The Data Quality folder includes charts, lists, and drill-through reports
from the data quality domain. The domain focuses on InfoSphere
Information Analyzer objects such as data rules, data rule definitions, and
metrics.
Information Governance
The Information Governance folder includes charts, lists, and drill-through
reports for the information governance domain. The domain focuses on
IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog objects such as
information governance policies, information governance rules, categories,
terms, and stewards, and on related implemented data resources, such as
database tables and columns.
The data quality and information governance domains in the Cognos reports
correspond to folders of the same name in the LogicalView in the Framework
Manager model.
The package contains the following report pages that can be started either by URL
or by browsing in Cognos Connection:
Policy Implementation Status report
Displays the degree of linkage between information governance policies,
information governance rules, and data rules.
IGD Installation Verification report
Verifies that InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard components
are installed and configured correctly.
IGD Project Verification report
Lists some key objects from your metadata repository and relationships
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between them, such as information governance rules, data rules, data rule
notes, data rule sets, and data metrics.

InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard workspace
The IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard workspace includes charts
and lists that cover the areas of governance, data quality, information recency, and
term assignments. The workspace demonstrates how to organize your reports so
that you can quickly find the information that you need.
To access the main workspace page, on the Public Folders tab of IBM Cognos
Connection, click Information_Governance_Dashboard, and then click
Information Governance Dashboard (shortcut).
The workspace includes tabs for governance performance, data quality, information
recency, and metrics for terms. The Governance Performance tab is displayed by
default. Click the buttons in the left pane to switch between tabs.

You can add other charts and reports to the workspace by dragging them from the
Content tab on the right side of the screen. You can drill through most charts and
reports to access further details.

Governance Performance tab of InfoSphere Information
Governance Dashboard workspace
The governance performance charts display how well you are achieving your data
quality targets and how well you implemented and provided stewards for your
policies and information governance rules.

Chapter 4. Working with the Cognos reports
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The Governance Performance tab contains the following charts:
Data Quality
For all data rules, the chart displays the average performance against the
target success rate that you specified. Click the hand of the gauge to drill
through to the report Data Rule Execution Results vs. Target per Data Rule,
which shows results for each data rule. Click a data rule in the report to
view details for the data rule, including related policies, information
governance rules, data rule bindings, and exceptions.
Information Governance Implementation
The chart displays the following information:
v The percentage of policies that are linked to information governance
rules
v The percentage of information governance rules that are linked to data
rules
v The percentage of information governance rules that govern assets
Click any hand of the gauge to display the Policy Implementation Status
report, which shows numbers instead of percentages for the same data.
Steward Assignment
The chart displays the percentage of policies and the percentage of
information governance rules to which a steward is assigned. Click either
hand of the gauge to display the Steward Assignment Status report. The
report shows the number of polices with and without stewards and the
number of information governance rules with and without stewards.

Example of a drill-through report
The following Information Governance Implementation chart indicates that 36.1
percent of policies reference information governance rules. The chart also shows
that about 8 percent of information governance rules are implemented by data
rules, and that more than 80 percent of information governance rules govern
assets.
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If you click any hand, the Policy Implementation Status report is displayed. The
drill-through report shows the same information as the chart, but in numbers
instead of percentages.

Related tasks:
“Filtering reports and charts for InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard”
on page 35
To make important information more accessible to users, you can filter long or
complex reports.
Related reference:
“Target thresholds for runs of data rules” on page 31
You can indicate the relative levels of success of data rule runs by setting target
thresholds for IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard reports.
Chapter 4. Working with the Cognos reports
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Data Quality tab of InfoSphere Information Governance
Dashboard workspace
The data quality charts display success and failure percentages for all runs of data
rules. The charts also display the number of data rule exceptions per policy, per
information governance rule, and per steward.
To access the Data Quality tab, click Data Quality in the left pane of the IBM
InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard workspace.

The Data Quality tab contains the following charts and list:
Data Rule Execution Results
For all data rules, the chart displays the minimum and maximum rate of
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successful execution, and the average rate of success. Click any hand of the
gauge to display the report Data Rule Execution Results vs. Target per
Data Rule, which shows results for each data rule. Click a data rule in the
report to view details for the data rule, including related policies,
information governance rules, data rule bindings, and exceptions.
Exceptions per Policy
The chart displays the number of exceptions that occurred for the latest
runs of all data rules for each information governance policy. Click an area
that represents a policy to open the Data Quality Details for Policy report
for that policy. The details report displays exceptions for each data rule
that implements the policy. The details report also displays the information
governance rules that the policy references, the data rules, and the
database tables whose columns are bound to the data rules. You can click
each asset to display its details report.
Exceptions per Information Governance Rule
The chart displays the number of exceptions that occurred for the latest
runs of all data rules for each information governance rule. Click an area
that represents an information governance rule to open the Data Quality
Details for Information Governance Rule report. The details report displays
exceptions for each data rule that implements the information governance
rule. The details report also displays policies that reference the information
governance rules, the data rules, and the database tables whose columns
are bound to the data rules. You can click each asset to display its details
report.
Exceptions per Steward
The chart displays, for each steward, the number of exceptions that
occurred during the latest runs of data rules. Click the area that represents
a steward to open the Data Quality Details for Steward report. The details
report displays the data rules that the steward is assigned to, the related
information governance rules, and the database tables whose columns are
bound to the data rules. The report displays each steward as it is assigned
from the data rule in IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog. You
can click each asset to display a report that is specific to the asset.
Health Summary by Data Rules
For each data rule, the heath summary lists the following information:
v The information governance rule that governs it
v The policy that references the information governance rule
v The number and percentage of records that passed and failed
v The target percentage
v An icon that indicates the success rate of the last run of a data rule
according to target thresholds that you specify for all data rules or
specific data rules.
v The last run time
v The trend of success of failure
Click an asset name to display a details report for the asset.

Example of drill-through reports
The following Data Rule Execution Results chart indicates an average pass rate of
75.2 percent for runs of data rules. The lowest pass rate for a run is zero and the
highest is 100 percent.
Chapter 4. Working with the Cognos reports
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If you click any of the hands, the Data Rule Execution Results vs. Target per Data
Rule report is displayed.

Each row of the drill-through report shows the performance against target for a
particular data rule. The red rectangle indicates the target level that you specified
for percentage of runs passed. The blue horizontal bar indicates the actual
percentage of runs of the data rule that passed. The target achievement level is
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calculated by dividing the target percentage into the actual percentage. If the actual
percentage exceeds the target percentage, the calculation leads to a target
achievement greater than 100%.
If you click the blue horizontal bar, the data quality details report for the data rule
is displayed.

For the selected data rule, the details drill-through report lists and links to the
related policies, information governance rules, and data rule bindings. The
Exceptions section shows the results of the latest run of the rule. The red X icon
indicates that the percentage of records that passed did not meet the lowest target
threshold that you set.
If you click the data rule name at the top of the report, you can view the data rule
details in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog.

Related tasks:
Chapter 4. Working with the Cognos reports
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“Filtering reports and charts for InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard”
on page 35
To make important information more accessible to users, you can filter long or
complex reports.
Related reference:
“Target thresholds for runs of data rules” on page 31
You can indicate the relative levels of success of data rule runs by setting target
thresholds for IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard reports.

Information Recency tab of InfoSphere Information
Governance Dashboard workspace
The information recency charts track how recent or out-of-date your data rule runs
are, based on the most recent runs of the data rules. Identifying the oldest runs
helps you ensure that your information is current.
To access the Information Recency tab, click Information Recency in the left pane
of the IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard workspace.

The Information Recency tab contains the following charts:
Data Quality Recency
Across all data rules, the chart shows the newest, oldest, and the average
age of your data runs, based on the most recent runs of the data rules. You
can click any hand on the gauge to drill down to charts that show the
following information:
v The age of the oldest runs per policy
v The age of the oldest runs per information rule that is referenced by a
selected policy
v The age of the latest runs of data rules that implement a selected
information governance rule
Age for Latest Run per Data Rule
This chart displays the age of the latest runs for all data rules.
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Example of drill-through reports
The following Data Recency chart indicates an average age of 113 days for all runs
of data rules. The oldest run is 232 days old and the newest is 78 days old.

If you click any of the hands, the Age of Latest Run per Policy report is displayed.
From the latest runs of data rules, the drill-through report shows the age of the
oldest run for each policy and the date of the run.
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If you click the bar that represents the Customer Information policy, the Age of
Latest Run for Policy report is displayed for the Customer Information policy. This
drill-through report displays the age of the oldest data rule runs for the two
information governance rules that are referenced by the Customer Information
policy.

If you click the bar for the information governance rule Restrict Customer
Financial Data to Accounts Under 7G, the Age of Latest Run for Information
Governance Rule report is displayed for the selected information governance rule.
The drill-through report shows the age of the latest run for each of the three data
rules that implement the information governance rule.

Related tasks:
“Filtering reports and charts for InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard”
on page 35
To make important information more accessible to users, you can filter long or
complex reports.
Related reference:
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“Target thresholds for runs of data rules” on page 31
You can indicate the relative levels of success of data rule runs by setting target
thresholds for IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard reports.

Metrics for Terms tab of InfoSphere Information Governance
Dashboard workspace
The term metric charts display the number of terms of each status, and the number
of terms that have stewards or assigned database assets.
To access the Metrics for Terms tab, click Metrics for Terms in the left pane of the
IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard workspace.

The Metrics for Terms tab contains the following charts:
Terms by Status
The chart displays the number of terms in the metadata repository of each
status: accepted, candidate, deprecated, and standard. Click the section or
the chart legend for a status to display a list of all terms of that status and
their parent categories. Click the name of a term or category to open
details for the term or category in IBM InfoSphere Information Governance
Catalog.
Steward Assignment to Term
The chart displays the number of terms that have stewards, and the
number of terms that do not have stewards. Click the section or the chart
Chapter 4. Working with the Cognos reports
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legend for terms that have stewards to see a list of the stewards, related
terms, and parent categories. Click the section or the chart legend for terms
that do not have stewards to see the full list of terms that do not have
stewards. Click the name of a term, category, or steward to display its
details in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog.
Database Asset Assignment to Term
The chart displays the number of terms that have database assets of type
Host, Database, Database Schema, Database Table, View, Database Column
and Database Stored Procedure that are assigned and the number of terms
that do not have database assets that are assigned to them. Click the
section or the chart legend for terms with database assets that are assigned
to them to see a list of terms and the database assets that are assigned to
them. Click the section or the chart legend for terms with no database
assets that are assigned to them to see a full list of terms with no database
assets that are assigned to them. Click the name of a term, category, or
database asset to display its details in InfoSphere Information Governance
Catalog.
Term Assignment to Database Asset
The chart displays the number of database assets of type Host, Database,
Database Schema, Database Table, View, Database Column and Database
Stored Procedures that are assigned to terms and the number of database
assets that are not assigned to terms. Click the section or the chart legend
for database assets with terms that are assigned to them to see a list of
database assets and their assigned terms. Click the section or the chart
legend for database assets with no terms that are assigned to them to see a
full list of database assets that have no terms that are assigned to them.
Click the name of an database asset, term, or category to display its details
in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog.

Example of a drill-through report
The following Terms by Status chart indicates that there are 28 terms with the
status ACCEPTED.
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If you click the section for the ACCEPTED status, the Terms by Status report for
terms of that status is displayed.

The drill-through report lists all terms that have the ACCEPTED status and the
parent category for each term.
You can click the link for a term or category to display the term or category in
InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog.
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Related tasks:
“Filtering reports and charts for InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard”
on page 35
To make important information more accessible to users, you can filter long or
complex reports.
Related reference:
“Target thresholds for runs of data rules” on page 31
You can indicate the relative levels of success of data rule runs by setting target
thresholds for IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard reports.

Project Verification report
The Project Verification report helps diagnose why expected data does not show up
in your reports. The report provides an inventory of content in the metadata
repository that is relevant to your information governance implementation.
If you have a very large metadata repository, you might want to use Cognos
Report Studio to apply filtering and ranking to the Project Verification report, as
described in “Filtering reports and charts for InfoSphere Information Governance
Dashboard” on page 35. If the report is very large, you might want to export it
PDF or CSV format for easier viewing.
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The report is in Public Folders > Information_Governance_Dashboard > Reports
> IGDProjectVerification.
The Project Verification report contains the following tables and charts:
Information Governance Rules
The table lists all information governance policies and information
governance rules. For each information governance rule, the table lists all
governed assets and the type of governed asset.
Data Rules
The table lists all data rules. For each data rule, the table lists the bound
databases, schemas, tables, and columns. The table lists the start time of
the last run of each data rule, the number of records that were processed
and the percentage that passed and failed.
Notes per Data Rule
The table lists each data rule that has notes, and the name and value of
each related note.
Data Rule Sets
The table lists each data rule set and its associated data rules. For the latest
run of each data rule set, the table lists the total records that were
processed and the percentage that passed and failed for each data rule.
Only data rule sets that have associated data rules are listed. Data rule sets
that are based on data rule definitions without corresponding data rules
are not included in the table.
Metrics
The table lists all metrics and their associated data rules. The table also
lists the time stamp of the last calculation and the metric score.

Target thresholds for runs of data rules
You can indicate the relative levels of success of data rule runs by setting target
thresholds for IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard reports.
When you set target thresholds, green, red, or yellow icons appear in reports on
runs of data rules. These icons show whether the passing rate for the runs is
satisfactory, unacceptable, or somewhere in between.
You can set the target threshold globally, for runs of all data rules. You can also set
target thresholds for individual data rules. Target thresholds that you set for
individual data rules override the global thresholds.
For example, in the following Health Summary by Data Rules report, each of the
three data rules that are shown has a different icon.
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The yellow dash icon indicates that the percentage of runs passed for the data rule
in the first row was between satisfactory and unsatisfactory, according to the target
that was set. In this case, the target passing percentage was 90 percent, and only 83
percent of the runs passed.
The green check mark icon indicates that the percentage of runs passed for the
data rule in the second row is satisfactory. The target passing percentage was 98
percent and 100 percent of the runs passed.
The red X icon indicates that the percentage of runs passed for the data rule in the
third row was unsatisfactory. The target passing rate was 98 percent, but only 93
percent of the runs passed.
You can use the icons to get a quick reading of the performance of data rules
without having to calculate the difference between target and percentage passed.
In addition to the Health Summary by Data Rules report, the icons are displayed
in data quality details reports on policies, information governance rules, and data
rules.

Global target thresholds
You set global thresholds when you create and customize the configuration tables
for InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard.
You can specify two global values:
GLOBAL_TARGET_UPPER_THRESHOLD
The green check mark icon is displayed for all data rules whose passing
rate meets or exceeds the percentage that you specify for the upper
threshold. For example, if you specify 90 percent (0.90) for the upper
threshold, data rules that have a 90 percent or greater passing rate are
marked by a green check mark icon. The numeral format for the threshold
must consist of either a 0 or a 1 preceding the decimal point, followed by
one or two numerals after the decimal point.
GLOBAL_TARGET_LOWER_THRESHOLD
The red X icon is displayed for data rules whose passing rate is less than
the percentage that you specify for the lower threshold. For example, if
you specify 80 percent (0.80) for the lower threshold, any data rule with a
passing rate of 80 percent or less is flagged with a red X icon. The numeral
format for the threshold must consist of either a 0 or a 1 preceding the
decimal point, followed by one or two numerals after the decimal point.
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The yellow dash icon is displayed whenever the passing rates fall between the
values that are specified by the upper and lower thresholds. For example, if you
specify an upper threshold of 90 percent and a lower threshold of 80 percent, a
yellow dash icon is displayed for values from 80 to 89 percent.
By default, the upper threshold, is set to 0.98 and the lower threshold is set to
0.94. But you can change the defaults when you create and customize the
configuration tables, or at a later date by using the SQL UPDATE command.
The value that you specify for the upper threshold must always be greater than or
equal to the value that you specify for the lower threshold.
To display only the green check mark and the red X in your reports, set the upper
threshold and the lower threshold to the same percentage. For example, of you
specify 85 percent (0.85) for both the upper and lower thresholds, a green check
mark is displayed for data rules with passing rates of 85 percent and higher. A red
X is displayed for data rules with passing rates less than 85 percent.

Individual target thresholds
You set individual target thresholds for data rules in IBM InfoSphere Information
Governance Catalog.
The available values are TARGET_UPPER_THRESHOLD and
TARGET_LOWER_THRESHOLD. When the status of a rule execution result is
calculated, all individual target values that are present take precedence over the
corresponding global target values.
Related reference:
“Data Quality tab of InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard workspace”
on page 20
The data quality charts display success and failure percentages for all runs of data
rules. The charts also display the number of data rule exceptions per policy, per
information governance rule, and per steward.
“Information Recency tab of InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
workspace” on page 24
The information recency charts track how recent or out-of-date your data rule runs
are, based on the most recent runs of the data rules. Identifying the oldest runs
helps you ensure that your information is current.
“Metrics for Terms tab of InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
workspace” on page 27
The term metric charts display the number of terms of each status, and the number
of terms that have stewards or assigned database assets.
“Governance Performance tab of InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
workspace” on page 17
The governance performance charts display how well you are achieving your data
quality targets and how well you implemented and provided stewards for your
policies and information governance rules.

Setting target thresholds for data rules in InfoSphere
Information Governance Dashboard
You can set global thresholds or thresholds for particular data rules. The target
information is used in reports that show how well your data rules are
implemented.
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About this task
Global target thresholds are initially set when you create and customize the
Information Governance Dashboard configuration tables.
You can update the global threshold values by using an SQL UPDATE statement.
You can create individual targets for data rules in IBM InfoSphere Information
Governance Catalog. The numeral format for the thresholds must consist of either
a 0 or a 1 preceding the decimal point, followed by one or two numerals after the
decimal point. Values are expressed as numerals that represent percentages. For
example, 100 percent is represented by 1.0, and 90 percent is represented by 0.90.

Procedure
Set global or individual thresholds.
Option

Description

To update global target thresholds

Issue a SQL UPDATE for the value of
GLOBAL_TARGET_UPPER_THRESHOLD
or
GLOBAL_TARGET_LOWER_THRESHOLD.
For example, issue a statement similar to the
following statement: UPDATE
IGB.SETUP_PARAMETER SET VALUE = ’0.95’
WHERE PARAMETER =
’GLOBAL_TARGET_UPPER_THRESHOLD’.

To create individual target thresholds

1. Log in to InfoSphere Information
Governance Catalog with sufficient
permissions to update data rules.
2. Click Information Assets > Browse All
>Data Rules.
3. Click to select a data rule, and click Edit.
4. Expand the Notes section, and click
New.
5. In the Create New Note window, in the
Subject field, enter either
TARGET_UPPER_THRESHOLD or
TARGET_LOWER_THRESHOLD.
6. In the Note field, enter a percentage
value in numeral form, and click Save.
For example, to enter 95 percent, enter
0.95.
7. Create another note, if necessary, to enter
the second threshold value as described
in steps e. and f.

The following graphic shows two threshold values set for a data rule.
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Results
When you run reports on data rules, the global and individual target values that
you set are used in reports to display icons that indicate the relative success of
runs of the data rules.

Setting local time for reports and SQL views
You can set up the client computer to display UTC time as local time.
The SQL views return time data, such as the run time of data rules, in Coordinate
Universal Time (UTC) as stored in the metadata repository.
See the following technotes for information on how the client system can translate
UTC into local time:
v https://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21339907
v http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21374644

Filtering reports and charts for InfoSphere Information Governance
Dashboard
To make important information more accessible to users, you can filter long or
complex reports.

About this task
In a mature information governance environment, reports can become long and
complex. For example, when the metadata repository of InfoSphere Information
Server contains tens of thousands of database columns, a report that displays each
database column and its related term is not suited for reading on the web.
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Such reports can provide valuable information, however. When very long reports
are necessary, you can make them more accessible to users by exporting them in
PDF or in comma-separated values (CSV) format.
Often it is possible to filter the information to show only the most important
results. For example, you might display in a chart the five data rules with the most
exceptions, rather than every data rule that has exceptions.
As your information governance environment grows, you might want to filter
some of the Cognos reports.
For detailed information on filtering and ranking results, see the documentation for
Cognos Report Studio: http://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/
SSEP7J_10.2.0/com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.cbi.doc/welcome.html?lang=en.

Procedure
1. Open the report in Cognos Report Studio and go to the query.
2. Define a new query item and rank the relevant metric with the RANK function.
For example, you might rank the results according to the number of terms per
category.
3. Add a filter to limit the results. For example, you might limit the results to the
five categories that have the most terms.

Example
To practice filtering a simple report, study the IBM InfoSphere Information
Governance Dashboard charts Number of Terms per Category and Top 5 Number
of Terms per Category. The charts are in Public Folders >
Information_Governance_Dashboard > Reports > Information Governance >
Charts and Lists > Charts - Categories Ranking Sample.
The Number of Terms per Category chart shows the number of terms for each
category in the metadata repository.
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If the repository contained hundreds of categories, this chart would be unreadable
online.
To solve this problem, the Top 5 Number of Terms per Category chart uses ranking
and a filter to display only the five categories that have the most terms.

You can open the charts in Cognos Report Studio, examine the filter in the Top 5
chart, and create a similar filter for the Number of Terms per Category chart.
Chapter 4. Working with the Cognos reports
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Related reference:
“Data Quality tab of InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard workspace”
on page 20
The data quality charts display success and failure percentages for all runs of data
rules. The charts also display the number of data rule exceptions per policy, per
information governance rule, and per steward.
“Information Recency tab of InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
workspace” on page 24
The information recency charts track how recent or out-of-date your data rule runs
are, based on the most recent runs of the data rules. Identifying the oldest runs
helps you ensure that your information is current.
“Metrics for Terms tab of InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
workspace” on page 27
The term metric charts display the number of terms of each status, and the number
of terms that have stewards or assigned database assets.
“Governance Performance tab of InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
workspace” on page 17
The governance performance charts display how well you are achieving your data
quality targets and how well you implemented and provided stewards for your
policies and information governance rules.

Linking glossary objects in InfoSphere Information Governance
Catalog to reports in InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
You can create custom attributes for information governance policies and
information governance rules that link to your IBM InfoSphere Information
Governance Dashboard reports.

About this task
Because you manage your information governance metadata in IBM InfoSphere
Information Governance Catalog, you might want to link from a policy or an
information governance rule to a report in InfoSphere Information Governance
Dashboard.
This procedure describes how to create a link from an information governance
policy called Information Standardization to the Policy Implementation Status
report.

Procedure
1. In the Public Folders navigation area in Cognos Connection, click the Set
Properties icon to the right of the report name.
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2. On the General tab of the Set Properties page, click View the search path, ID
and URL.

3. Copy the contents of the Default action URL field and paste the contents into a
text editor. The URL is the similar to the following URL:
http://localhost:80/ibmcognos/cgi-bin/cognos.cgi?b_action=
cognosViewer&ui.action=run&ui.object=%2fcontent%2fpackage
%5b%40name%3d%27Information_Governance_Dashboard%27%5d%
2ffolder%5b%40name%3d%27Reports%27%5d%2ffolder%5b%40name
%3d%27Information%20Governance%27%5d%2freport%5b%40name%
3d%27Policy%20Implementation%20Status%27%5d&ui.name=
Policy%20Implementation%20Status&run.outputFormat=
&run.prompt=true

4. Open InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog, and on the Glossary tab
find and copy the RID of the policy or information governance rule that you
want to link to the Cognos report:
a. Click Information Governance Policies in the Browse section to display the
list of available objects of this type.
b. Right-click the link to the information governance policy and copy the
shortcut or link location.
c. Paste the link into the text editor. The link looks similar to this link.
http://myhost.mycompany.com:9443/ibm/iis/igc/#dossierView/
6662c0f2.8ed29152.19hjrq6dd.ptbhkbo.jumasj.045p3n3ju7aa46b7gg594
?bg_req_context=%7B%22perspective%22%3A%22Glossary%22%7D
d. Delete the text in the link before and including #dossierView/ and delete
the text after and including the question-mark (?). The remainder is the RID.
In the example above the RID is
6662c0f2.8ed29152.19hjrq6dd.ptbhkbo.jumasj.045p3n3ju7aa46b7gg594.
5. In the text editor, append one of the following strings to the URL that you
copied previously.
For this type of asset

Append this string

Information governance policy

&run.prompt=false&p_Entry%20Policy
%20RID= copied in step c and append the
RID that you extracted in step d.

Information governance rule

&run.prompt=false&p_Information
%20Governance%20Rule
%20RID=RID_of_this_asset, where
RID_of_this_asset is the RID that you copied.
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6. In the text editor, at the end of the edited URL, append |view to the end of the
URL and enclose the entire URL in brackets. This suffix indicates that view is
the value to display. The example URL now looks like this:
[http://localhost:80/ibmcognos/cgi-bin/cognos.cgi?b_action=
cognosViewer&ui.action=run&ui.object=%2fcontent%2fpackage
%5b%40name%3d%27Information_Governance_Dashboard%27%5d%
2ffolder%5b%40name%3d%27Reports%27%5d%2ffolder%5b%
40name%3d%27Information%20Governance%27%5d%2freport
%5b%40name%3d%27Policy%20Implementation%20Status%
27%5d&ui.name=Policy%20Implementation%20Status&run
.outputFormat=&run.prompt=true&run.prompt=false&
p_Entry%20Policy%20RID=6662c0f2.8ed29152.19hjrq6dd
.ptbhkbo.jumasj.045p3n3ju7aa46b7gg594|view]

7. Create the custom attribute:
a. On the Administration tab of InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog,
expand the section Catalog Management and create a custom attribute that
applies to information governance policies. Use the same name for the
custom attribute as the name of the report that you want to link to.
b. On the Glossary tab of InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog,
navigate to the page of the policy and click Edit. The custom attribute
appears in the General Information section.
c. Paste the full URL that you created into the field next to the name of the
custom attribute, and click Save.
d. Click View to leave the Edit page and display the page for the policy. Next
to the name of the custom attribute, the word view appears, underlined
with an embedded link to the report:

Results
When you browse information governance policies or information governance
rules in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog, you can click the link to view
the corresponding report.
Related information:
Custom attributes for information governance policies and information
governance rules
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Setting up a link to InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
from the InfoSphere Information Server Launchpad
You can set up a link on the IBM InfoSphere Information Server Launchpad that
opens the IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard workspace.

About this task
Initially the InfoSphere Information Server Launchpad links to an InfoSphere
Information Governance Dashboard landing page that introduces InfoSphere
Information Governance Dashboard, provides informational resources, setup steps,
and links to the sample reports in the documentation. After you set up a direct
link, you can use it to go straight to the InfoSphere Information Governance
Dashboard workspace.

Procedure
1. Determine the Cognos URL for InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
by browsing to Public Folders > Information_Governance_Dashboard >
Workspaces.
2. Run the following iisAdmin command from the InformationServer\ASBServer\
bin directory to update the InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
URL:
iisAdmin -set -key "com.ibm.iis.launchpad.application.IGD.url"
-value "DASHBOARD_URL"

For an example of an InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard URL and
instructions on how to obtain it from IBM Cognos Connections, see Linking
glossary objects in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog to reports in
InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard, Steps 1-3.
3. Restart the InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard application in IBM
WebSphere® Application Server.

Framework Manager model
IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard reports are based on the
Framework Manager model. Use the model in Cognos Framework Manager to
understand the classes and relationships that contribute to reports.

Installing the InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
model
To work with the IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard model,
make it available as a project folder in Cognos Framework Manager.

Before you begin
You must install IBM Cognos Framework Manager version 10.2 or 10.2.1.

Procedure
1. Copy the Information_Governance_Dashboard folder and its contents from
Information_Server_Home/Clients/InformationGovernanceDashboard/
framework_manager_model to a new folder.
2. Open Framework Manager.
3. Select File > Open, and in the IGD folder, open the file IGD.cpf.
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Note: If you previously installed an earlier version of InfoSphere Information
Governance Dashboard, make sure that you select the new
Information_Governance_Dashboard folder.

InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard model
The IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard model organizes query
subjects into the logical components of the metadata model for InfoSphere
Information Governance Dashboard.
The InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard model uses two layers of
abstraction, a physical layer named the PhysicalView and a logical layer named the
LogicalView.

PhysicalView
The physical layer defines a structured set of relationships to support reporting at
the logical view. All relationships are defined in the physical layer. The physical
layer represents the SQL views of the metadata repository. It contains some
additional query subjects and copies of query subjects for linkage purposes. The
physical layer adds specific relationships to the views, connects them with lookup
tables to obtain strings for numeric values, and provides extensions to support
certain reports.
The query subjects are organized in a folder structure that represents the following
components of the InfoSphere Information Server metadata model.
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Common Metadata
The Common Metadata section of the InfoSphere Information Governance
Dashboard contains a subset of common metadata that includes database
metadata that is imported by bridges or connectors. This metadata
describes hosts, databases, schemas, tables, views, stored procedures, and
columns. The model also contains metadata on notes, users, and
stewardship assignments.
Business Glossary
The Business Glossary section of the model includes metadata that is
created in IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog: categories,
terms, labels, information governance policies, and information governance
rules. The section also includes a view that links information governance
rules to the data rules that implement them.
Information Analyzer
The Information Analyzer section of the model includes metadata that is
created in InfoSphere Information Analyzer: projects, data rules, data rule
sets, data rule definitions, data rule set definitions. The section also
contains many views that are necessary to linking analysis objects to other
objects.
The physical layer contains two more folders:
v The Global Setup folder provides access to configuration data.
v The Lookup Tables folder provides access to reference data.

LogicalView
The logical layer is the only layer that is exposed to reports. The logical layer
provides query subjects, computations, and filters as building blocks for reports.
The query subjects are grouped into higher level entities that fit reporting
purposes. No relationships are included in the logical layer, which abstracts from
the underlying execution engine and its implementation details.
In some cases, the queries that underlie the report add logic to these building
blocks. Examples of such additional logic are sorting, counting, ranking, and other
types of aggregation or computation. When such logic is used across different
reports, it is usually encoded in the logical layer of the Framework Manager
model.
The logical layer is divided into two domains, information governance and data
quality:
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Information Governance
Corresponds to the information governance domain in the Cognos reports.
The query subjects focus primarily on metadata that is created and
managed in InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog, such as
information governance policies, information governance rules, categories,
terms, stewards, and related database assets such as governed columns and
tables.
Data Quality
Corresponds to the data quality domain in the Cognos reports. The query
subjects focus primarily on metadata that is maintained in InfoSphere
Information Analyzer, such as data rules, data rule definitions, data rule
sets, data rule set definitions, and metrics. The data quality domain also
includes database assets such as bound columns.

Using the same view in different models
Submodels in the folders Business Glossary and Information Analyzer can seem to
have copies of the same entities. For example, there is an IGBUSINESSRULE in the
Business Glossary model and an IGBUSINESSRULE_IA in the Information
Analyzer model. Both are based on the same view.
The reason for this is that these models serve different purposes. The Information
Analyzer model supports the Data Quality domain on the logical layer, which
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requires each data rule to be connected with a policy. The Business Glossary
model, however, can be used to show how many rules actually are connected to
policies and how many policies have information governance rules, and so on.
In the Information Analyzer model, each rule is associated with at least one
information governance rule and a policy. But in the Business Glossary model
some data rules have no counterpart in IBM InfoSphere Information Governance
Catalog and some policies do not have information governance rules assigned. The
different submodels are designed to reflect this aspect.
Related reference:
“SQL views for InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard” on page 49
You can use the SQL views to query objects in the InfoSphere Information Server
metadata repository that might otherwise not be accessible to SQL queries.
Related information:
Cognos Workspace User Guide 10.2.0
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Chapter 5. Implementing your own information governance
reports with the SQL views of InfoSphere Information
Governance Dashboard
You can create information governance reports that are based on SQL views,
models, and queries. These reports give you deeper insight into your information
governance by identifying more useful forms and patterns in your information
assets and metadata.

About this task
You can follow a standard pattern for developing information governance reports
that is often found in development projects. You start with an investigative phase
to assess needs, followed by an explorative phase that concerns feasibility and
implementation options. You implement these options in the final phase. After
verification and deployment, you can repeat this entire process, incorporating user
feedback into the first phase to improve the overall solution.
You can use the SQL views from IBM InfoSphere Information Governance
Dashboard to enable real-time reporting on the metadata repository. Except for
enumeration tables, the fact and dimension entities are implemented based on
these views. Analytical queries reference them directly rather than through a data
mart or data warehouse.
Because an extra persistence layer is not required, there is zero latency between
results of analytical queries and the data they are based on. One limitation to this
approach is that the SQL views join various tables from the metadata repository.
Although the SQL views hide this detail, it becomes apparent if multiple views are
joined for analytical queries. Such queries can become rather complex in terms of
the tables that they operate on, which might lead to slow response times or
ultimately prevent them from running.

Procedure
1. Identify the basic requirements and parameters of your reporting solution by
answering these types of questions:
v Which roles or users have a need for information governance reporting?
v What are the reporting needs of these roles and users? Some examples of
these needs are answers to the following questions:
– Does the quality of supplier contact records meet a specific target?
– How many records from a certain information asset, such as a table, miss
a defined data quality standard?
– Do all key information assets have owners?
– How many information governance policies have information governance
rules assigned?
v What are the underlying metrics and key performance indicators (KPIs)?
v What data and metadata is required to compute these metrics?
v How do these users expect the metrics to be visualized?
2. Define the reporting needs in terms of the available metadata.
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Based on the reporting needs identified in Step 1, make sure that the required
data is present and properly modeled in IBM InfoSphere Information
Governance Catalog and that it is accessible through the SQL views. You define
the reporting needs in terms of this metadata and specify the metrics and KPIs
of interest. You must have a detailed understanding of the available metadata
and how it is used to represent business entities of interest. This understanding
includes having the answers to the following questions, among others:
v Are the required data sources represented in the catalog?
v What catalog objects are used to represent business entities of interest, for
example, terms, categories, information governance policies, and information
governance rules?
v What types of relationships are available to connect which types of entities?
v Does the catalog use extensions, such as custom attributes or external
entities? What are they used for?
v Are categories or information governance policies modeled as hierarchies?
What is the maximum depth of these hierarchies?
You can use some of the queries that are defined in the example Reporting on
the metadata in your metadata repository to answer these types of questions.
The answers help identify an effective approach to a reporting solution.
3. Create a dimensional model, define your queries, and then, based on those
queries, define your reports.
Define a data model to be used for reporting. This data model is based on the
data sources that are identified in Step 2. Because you might not be able to
anticipate some of the reporting needs, the reporting data model must be as
flexible as possible in terms of metrics and calculations that can be performed.
One well-established method to make analytical data available for processing is
to use a dimensional model that consists of facts that provide the core data and
dimensions. These core data and dimensions enable viewing and exploring the
data from different perspectives that are based on various analytical queries
and computations.
The standard topology for a dimensional model is the star schema where a fact
entity is associated with various dimension entities that have a 1:n relationship
to the fact.

In a standard data warehouse environment, these entities are tables that are
populated by ETL processes. These processes extract the data that are needed
for reporting from the operational systems in certain regular intervals and store
them in the corresponding fact and dimension tables. In InfoSphere Information
Governance Dashboard, facts and dimensions are represented by analytical
queries which are based on the SQL views.
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What to do next
In the examples provided in these topics, which all follow this standard
development pattern, key facts are identified and dimensions are gradually added.
By using these example facts and dimensions, you can create reports that derive
deeper insights from a technical and business perspective. The examples typically
consist of these elements:
v A model fragment that shows the contributing views and relationships between
these views
v An analytical query in the form of SQL statements
v An example of the result output in a simple list format
Reports typically contain a mix of different visual elements, such as pie or bar
charts that provide a better way to present analytical results to a certain
community. The Cognos reports that are delivered with InfoSphere Information
Governance Dashboard provide examples for some typical reporting needs,
whereas you can use these examples to create your own reports based on the SQL
views.
The following diagram conventions are used in these topics:
v Boxes (tables that consist of one column) represent entities (views or tables).
v Arrows represent relationships between entities expression join conditions
between attributes.
v A dashed line represents an optional relationship (outer join).
v The direction of the arrow represents an n:1 (solid) or n:0 (dashed) relationship.
v A line without an arrowhead represents a 1:1 (solid) or 1:0 (dashed) relationship.
v A box with a double border represents a 'bridge view'.

SQL views for InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard
You can use the SQL views to query objects in the InfoSphere Information Server
metadata repository that might otherwise not be accessible to SQL queries.
The views are grouped in schemas for the following domains: common metadata,
data quality, and information governance.
Note: Do not use SQL views to update objects in the metadata repository. Trying
to use the SQL views to write to the metadata repository might damage the
contents of the metadata repository.

HTML documentation and entity definitions
.
You can access the HTML documentation for the schemas from the following
HTML document: Descriptions of all objects and properties that are used in the
SQL views.
The SQL views are based on tables in the metadata repository. These tables
logically belong to different IBM InfoSphere Information Server components. The
SQL views of IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard reflect these
table sources by grouping views into corresponding schemas:
v CMVIEWS (metadata that is common to various components)
v IAVIEWS (IBM InfoSphere Information Analyzer)
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v IGVIEWS (IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog)
The SQL views are grouped accordingly in the HTML documentation. The HTML
documentation describes the individual entities and relationships among them.
Some of these relationships connect entities that belong to different schemas, in
which case the description of the entity that is external to the current schema is
represented by a placeholder with the same name as the entity. However, this
placeholder shows only a subset of the external entity's properties, excluding, for
example, foreign keys linking to entities within the schema in which this external
entity is defined. To see the full definition of this entity, you must look up the
entity definition in the schema to which it belongs.
An example of this situation concerns the entity MAINOBJECT. Its placeholder in
the documentation for the IGVIEWS schema does not show foreign keys to other
entities in the CMVIEWS schema, such as the PRINICPAL entity. These foreign
keys are displayed only in the definition of MAINOBJECT in the schema to which
it belongs, the CMVIEWS schema.

Views
The following views are used to query objects in the metadata repository.
CMVIEWS
Contains views of a subset of common metadata object types that represent
database metadata that is imported by bridges or connectors. These views
describe hosts, databases, schemas, tables, views, stored procedures, and
columns. CMVIEWS contains general views of notes, users, and
stewardship assignments.
IAVIEWS
Contains views of object types from the data quality domain that are
created in InfoSphere Information Analyzer. The object types include
projects, data rules, data rule sets, data rule definitions, and data rule set
definitions. The schema also contains many views that are necessary to link
analysis objects to other objects, such as database columns.
IGVIEWS
Contains views of object types from the information governance domain
that are created in IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog,
including categories, terms, labels, information governance policies, and
information governance rules. The schema also includes views that link
information governance objects to the data rules that implement them and
to other assets.
Related concepts:
“InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard model” on page 42
The IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard model organizes query
subjects into the logical components of the metadata model for InfoSphere
Information Governance Dashboard.

Facts and dimensions in the SQL views
Facts are pieces of information you derive from data sources, such as data results
from IBM InfoSphere Information Analyzer or from the metadata repository.
Dimensions frame, manipulate, and refer to facts in such a way as to reveal
patterns and other useful information. By applying facts and dimensions to SQL
views, you can generate reports that give you deeper insight into your information
governance work.
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Facts form the basis of analytical reporting. When you plan your information
governance reporting needs, you must first identify which data source provides the
facts of interest and ensure that all facts have the same level of granularity. The
SQL views in IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard provide facts of
the following types:
v Operational data that is created when you run these InfoSphere Information
Analyzer objects:
– Data rules
– Data rule sets
– Data metrics
v Metadata that exists in the metadata repository:
– Glossary and governance objects, such as terms, categories, and information
governance policies
– Implemented data resources, such as hosts, databases, schemas, tables, and
columns
– InfoSphere Information Analyzer objects, such as data rule definitions and
lists of public data rules
Facts of the operational data type help to answer data quality questions, such as
whether the quality of supplier contact records meets a given target or how many
records from a certain information asset (table) miss a defined data quality
standard. Facts of the metadata type help answer information governance
questions, such as whether all key data assets have owners or how many
information governance policies have information governance rules assigned.
The following SQL views provide facts for operational data:
iaviews.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY
iaviews.METRICEXECUTIONHISTORY
iaviews.IARULESETDETAILEDRESULT

Facts for metadata reporting are derived by counting objects or relationships
represented in the metadata repository. These counts are not represented explicitly
but derived from compound views over subsets of the metadata. Review the
example Reporting on the metadata in your metadata repository.
Dimensions provide a powerful and flexible way to identify and interpret facts
from different perspectives. Some of these dimensions are specific to the entity at
issue, such as the synonym set that is associated with a term or the expression
underlying a metric. Other dimensions apply to different entities, such as creation
dates or descriptions.
Dimensions have many characteristics that make them useful for information
analysis. For example, some dimensions consist of multiple views. Conversely,
multiple dimensions can refer to the same view. Another characteristic can be n:m
relationships. For example, a data rule can have multiple different labels and the
same label can be assigned to multiple data rules. Dimensions can also have
optional values, for example, optional notes and labels.

Example: Reports for interpreting data rule execution results
The plain content of certain fact tables is not useful for a human reader because it
contains IDs instead of names. You can make these tables usable by adding
dimensions that translate IDs into meaningful names and potentially add further
information in the form of descriptions, notes, or labels.
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Basic dimensions of operational data
Two dimensions that help to interpret results from running data rules are notes
and labels. Answer these questions to help with this interpretation:
v What is the name and description of the data rule?
v Was the data rule run completed successfully?
v Are there notes or labels associated with the data rule?
RIDs (resource IDs) are unique identifiers that identify objects and support
relationships between objects in the metadata repository. However, they are not
helpful for human readers who might want to correlate the result of a data rule
with the data rule that is defined in the IBM InfoSphere Information Analyzer
console. The iaviews.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY fact view has an attribute
RULERID, which references the rule to which a result belongs. For the report to be
readable, the RULERID must be translated into a rule name. This translation is
done by the iaviews.IARULE view, which has a NAME column and an RID
primary key that serves as the foreign key for the RULERID column of the fact
view.
Reference values, such as those that represent the execution status of a data rule,
are another example of data that needs translation to make sense for a human
reader. Reference values are typically represented by numbers. IBM InfoSphere
Information Governance Dashboard includes enumeration tables that help to
translate these numbers into meaningful names. The
iaviews.EXECUTIONSTATUSENUM table is an example.
Notes and labels provide a flexible way to annotate IBM InfoSphere Information
Governance Catalog objects. You can access notes by using the cmviews.NOTES
view. You can access labels by using the igviews.IGLABEL view.
The following graphic shows the fragment of a dimensional model for the data
rule object that is based on the rule execution status fact and includes these
dimensions:
v Data rule details (IARULE)
v Execution status (EXECUTIONSTATUSENUM)
v Notes and labels (NOTE, IGLABEL)

This fragment has some characteristics that are also present in other dimensions:
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Dimensions that are derived from multiple views (the label dimension requires
the IARULE, IGLABELREFERENCESCOMMONOBJECT, and IGLABEL views)
A standard case that applies to most of the more complex dimensions.
Dimensions can be hierarchical in the sense that entities more closely
aligned with the fact entity are more specific than those further away from
the fact. Analytical queries address this issue by using cascading join
statements.
Multiple dimensions that refer to the same view (note and label dimensions that
refer to the IARULE view)
Although a star schema might be preferred, a snowflake representation is
more practical in many cases. In analytical queries, a snowflake
representation means that at least two joins originate from the same
dimension entity, such as IARULE.
n:m relationships (a data rule can have multiple different labels and the same
label can be assigned to multiple data rules)
Might be a challenge for some modeling environments that expect all
relationships between dimension entities and fact entities to be of type n:1,
n:0, 1:1, or 1:0. This issue is typically resolved by introducing what is
commonly referred to as a bridge or junction entity. A junction entity
represents an n:m relationship by storing foreign keys that relate the two
entities. The IGLABELREFERENCESCOMMONOBJECT view is an
example of a junction entity. The modeling environment might require
relationships of a certain type to be created between the junction entity and
the entities it bridges. The only impact on SQL queries is that they need to
consider the bridge entity in addition to the two entities between which
the n:m relationship exists.
Dimensions with optional values (notes and labels are optional)
Some dimensions might not provide a value for each and every entry in
the fact table. In a data warehouse or data mart environment, optional
dimensions might be represented by additional values in the dimension
tables. These values represent the fact that the dimension value for these
facts is 'not applicable' or 'empty'. Because the real-time reporting model is
based on views, these values need to modeled as optional relationships
(dashed line or arrow). SQL queries represent optional relationships that
are based on OUTER joins between the related tables.
The sole purpose of the dimensional model is to serve reporting needs. It does not
need to properly represent the relationships of the underlying data, and it usually
does not. It shows only a subset of the relationships that are available in the
metadata or data to be modeled, and the type of relationship might differ from the
real underlying relationship. In many cases, relationships are mandatory in the
dimensional model though they are optional in the metadata repository. This
situation is typically the case for analytical queries that are only interested in
entities with specific properties.
For example, the relationship between information governance rules and data rules
is optional. It depends on the representation of data rules in InfoSphere
Information Governance Catalog and their linkage to information governance rules
by using the implemented by relationship. A report that shows statistics for a
certain information governance rule does not care about data rules that are not
represented in the catalog or not linked to an information governance rule, because
these elements are out of scope for the underlying analytical query. A custom-built
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dimensional model reflects this fact by representing the linkage as mandatory,
though this situation is not the case from the point of view of the underlying
metadata.
Another report might show the ratio between data rules that are linked to
information governance rules and those data rules that are not. The model from
the previous example does not support the underlying analytical query because it
is based on the assumption that each data rule has an information governance rule
assigned. The ratio would always be 100%. A custom-built dimensional model that
supports the underlying analytical query needs to represent this situation with an
optional relationship.
Sometimes you might have to deal with many models or model fragments that
represent the same metadata entities but with different relationships, which
complicate model maintenance. In cases like this, consider the option of using a
general model that is based on optional relationships and adding filters to the
queries that require these relationships to be mandatory. This option is usually a
trade-off between the complexity of model maintenance and query performance.
The following query is an example of an analytical query that is based on the
previous model fragment. This query lists data rule names, optional notes and
labels, the execution status and a number of facts for data rules that were executed
since January 1, 2013.
SELECT
datarule_dim.NAME DataRule,
CASE
WHEN note_dim.NOTELABEL IS NULL THEN ’-’
ELSE note_dim.NOTELABEL
END NoteLabel,
CASE
WHEN note_dim.TEXTCONTENT IS NULL THEN ’-’
ELSE note_dim.TEXTCONTENT
END NoteContent,
CASE
WHEN label_dim.NAME IS NULL THEN ’-’
ELSE label_dim.NAME
END Label,
status_dim.LITERALNAME ExecutionStatus,
datarule_fact.STARTTIME StartTime,
datarule_fact.ENDTIME - datarule_fact.STARTTIME Duration,
datarule_fact.TOTALRECORDS NumRecordsProcessed,
datarule_fact.PERCENTPASSED PercRecordsPassed
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY datarule_fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
ON datarule_dim.RID = datarule_fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.EXECUTIONSTATUSENUM status_dim
ON status_dim.literalvalue = datarule_fact.status
LEFT OUTER JOIN CMVIEWS.NOTE note_dim
ON note_dim.OFCOMMONOBJECTRID = datarule_dim.COMMONRULERID
LEFT OUTER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGLABELREFERENCESCOMMONOBJECT bridge1
ON bridge1.LABELEDOBJECTRID = datarule_dim.COMMONRULERID
LEFT OUTER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGLABEL label_dim
ON bridge1.LABELRID = label_dim.RID
WHERE
datarule_fact.STARTTIME > ’2013-01-01 00:00:00’
ORDER BY
datarule_dim.NAME
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The fact that values of the note and label dimensions are optional is addressed by
the OUTER JOIN statements and by including a case statement in the SELECT
statement of the query to avoid null values.
The results from running this query might look like the data in the following table.
DataRule

NoteLabel

NoteContent

Label

ExecStatus

StartTime

Duration

NumRecords

PercPassed

BusAddZip
Code
Format

THRESHOLD

0.9

SampleSet

SUCCESSFUL

10/14/13
11:47 AM

16

11005

0

BusAddZip
Code
Format

THRESHOLD

0.9

SampleSet

SUCCESSFUL

10/01/13
01:54 PM

20

11005

0

BusAddZip
Code
Format

THRESHOLD

0.9

SampleSet

SUCCESSFUL

10/14/13
12:07 PM

18

11005

0.99

BusName
One
Exists

-

-

SampleSet

SUCCESSFUL

10/01/13
01:54 PM

32

11005

0.99

The multiple entries for the BusAddZipCodeFormat data rule each represent a
result of running the data rule.

Filtering and aggregating facts to provide a different view of
operational data
A query that lists execution results for each data rule might be useful to help you
understand how data quality evolves over time to compute trends. However, in
many cases the facts need to be filtered and aggregated to provide a different view
on the operational data. The following examples show one way to manipulate facts
in this manner.
The following query lists the average number of records that are processed for
each data rule:
SELECT
datarule_dim.NAME DataRule,
AVG ( fact.TOTALRECORDS ) AvgNumRecordsProcessed
FROM
IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY fact
INNER JOIN
IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
ON datarule_dim.RID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN
IAVIEWS.EXECUTIONSTATUSENUM status_dim
ON status_dim.literalvalue = fact.status
GROUP BY
datarule_dim.NAME

The next query returns the same set of facts for the results of the latest run:
SELECT
datarule_dim.NAME DataRule,
status_dim.LITERALNAME ExecutionStatus,
rule_fact.STARTTIME StartTime,
rule_fact.ENDTIME - rule_fact.STARTTIME Duration,
rule_fact.TOTALRECORDS NumRecordsProcessed,
rule_fact.PERCENTPASSED PercRecordsPassed
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY rule_fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
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ON datarule_dim.RID = rule_fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.EXECUTIONSTATUSENUM status_dim
ON status_dim.literalvalue = rule_fact.status
INNER JOIN (
SELECT
RULERID MAXRID,
MAX( STARTTIME ) MAXTIME
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY
GROUP BY RULERID
) latest_rule_fact
ON latest_rule_fact.MAXRID = rule_fact.RULERID AND
latest_rule_fact.MAXTIME = rule_fact.STARTTIME

The next query compares the 'percent passed' facts of the latest data rule
executions for each data rule with a target value. To represent this target value at
the level of data rules, this example uses notes that might be assigned to data
rules. In this example, the content of notes with the THRESHOLD label define a
desired target value for this data rule. If no such target is present, a global
threshold of 0.9 is applied that is hardcoded in the rule.
SELECT
datarule_dim.NAME DataRule,
CASE
WHEN note_dim.TEXTCONTENT IS NULL THEN ’global’
ELSE ’individual’
END Target,
CASE
WHEN note_dim.TEXTCONTENT IS NULL THEN
CASE
WHEN datarule_fact.PERCENTPASSED >= 0.9
THEN ’true’
ELSE ’false’
END
ELSE
CASE
WHEN datarule_fact.PERCENTPASSED >=
CAST(CAST(note_dim.TEXTCONTENT AS CHAR (4)) AS DECIMAL (3,2))
THEN ’true’
ELSE ’false’
END
END TargetAchieved
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY datarule_fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
ON datarule_dim.RID = datarule_fact.RULERID
LEFT OUTER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULENOTE note_dim
ON note_dim.RULERID = datarule_fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN (
SELECT
RULERID MAXRID,
MAX( STARTTIME ) MAXTIME
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY
GROUP BY RULERID
) latest_rule_fact
ON latest_rule_fact.MAXRID = datarule_fact.RULERID AND
latest_rule_fact.MAXTIME = datarule_fact.STARTTIME
WHERE
note_dim.NOTELABEL IS NULL OR
note_dim.NOTELABEL = ’TARGET_UPPER_THRESHOLD’

Queries operating on facts with a historical dimension might typically include
calculations similar to the three previous queries.
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Adding the broader design context of operational data
Different data rules might have the same name if they are created in different
projects. The data rule definition contributes other interesting attributes to this
dimension, such as the expression that defines the data rule. Because different data
rules might be derived from the same data rule definition, this relationship is also
of type n:1.
Because both the IARULE and the IARULEDEFINITION views have a
PROJECTRID column, the IAPROJECT view can be linked to the IARULE view or
to the IARULEDEFINITION view. The link between the IAPROJECT view and the
IARULEDEFINITION view is preferred because it supports a star-schema type of
model.

The following query places data rule execution results into the context of the
project and the data rule definition from which the data rule was derived. The
project dimension is used to restrict the results to those results of data rules that
are in the InfoSphere Information Analyzer project Sample Project. No rows are
shown for data rules that are not executed yet, because no execution data is
available for those data rules.
SELECT
dataruledef_dim.NAME DataRuleDefinition,
datarule_dim.NAME DataRule,
status_dim.LITERALNAME ExecutionStatus
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY rule_fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
ON datarule_dim.RID = rule_fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULEDEFINITION dataruledef_dim
ON dataruledef_dim.RID = datarule_dim.RULEDEFINITIONRID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IAPROJECT iaproject_dim
ON iaproject_dim.RID = dataruledef_dim.PROJECTRID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.EXECUTIONSTATUSENUM status_dim
ON status_dim.literalvalue = rule_fact.status
INNER JOIN (
SELECT
RULERID MAXRID,
MAX( STARTTIME ) MAXTIME
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY
GROUP BY RULERID
) latest_rule_fact
ON latest_rule_fact.MAXRID = rule_fact.RULERID
AND latest_rule_fact.MAXTIME = rule_fact.STARTTIME
WHERE
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iaproject_dim.NAME = ’Sample Project’
ORDER BY
dataruledef_dim.NAME

The results from running this query might look like the data in the following table.
DataRuleDefinition

DataRule

ExecutionStatus

DataExists

BusNameOneExists

SUCCESSFUL

DataValueFormatValid

BusAddZipCodeFormat

SUCCESSFUL

IGDConfigCheck

IGDConfigCheck_DR

SUCCESSFUL

IGDFailingOnPurpose

IGDFailingOnPurpose_DR

SUCCESSFUL

MsgLocaleExistenceCheck

MsgLocaleExistenceCheck_DR

SUCCESSFUL

Example: Determining what data the operational data is derived from
You can use queries and the SQL views to find out where your operational data
comes from, which puts operational data, such as data rule execution results, into
the context of the information assets this data has been derived from.
Computing statistics from facts requires a clear understanding about what business
data the operational data is derived from. In the context of data rules, this business
data equates to information such as what database, table, or column the data rule
processed to obtain the results that are shown in the fact table.
IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog represents database artifacts as
assets of type implemented data resources. The model fragment that represents
these assets is depicted in the following graphic:

The PDRDATABASESCHEMA-PDRDATABASE-PDRHOSTSYSTEM paths are the
same for the PDRDATABASETABLE and PDRDATABASEVIEW views. This model
fragment shows only the first path completely.
You can add this dimension to the dimensional model in one of two ways:
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v By using the data rule binding.
– This method is based on how the data rules are defined and is always present
in any environment in which data rules are used.
– You might prefer to use this method if the governs relationship is not used.
v By using the governed asset relationship at the information governance rule
level.
– This method requires you to create the governs relationship in InfoSphere
Information Governance Catalog.
– This method provides a more flexible way to define the scope of a data rule.
If both methods are available, some additional consistency checking might be
helpful to ensure that the scope assignments are consistent.
The following model fragment shows how the hierarchy of implemented data
resources connects with the fact table to implement the first option. This model
fragment restricts the dimension to assets of type table.

The following query lists implemented data resources that are bound to data rules.
A SELECT DISTINCT statement is used as a simple way to aggregate related facts.
In a real usage scenario, facts would typically be aggregated using computations,
such as average or maximum.
SELECT DISTINCT
datarule_dim.NAME DataRule,
binding.VARNAME Variable,
dbcol.NAME Column,
dbtab.NAME Table,
dbschema.NAME Schema,
dbase.NAME Database,
dbhost.NAME Host
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
ON datarule_dim.RID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULEBINDING binding
ON binding.RULERID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IAREGISTEREDCOLUMN bridge1
ON bridge1.RID = binding.TARGETRID
INNER JOIN CMVIEWS.PDRDATABASECOLUMN dbcol
ON dbcol.RID = bridge1.DATAFIELDRID
INNER JOIN CMVIEWS.PDRDATABASETABLE dbtab
ON dbtab.RID = dbcol.OFDATABASETABLERID
INNER JOIN CMVIEWS.PDRDATABASESCHEMA dbschema
ON dbschema.RID = dbtab.OFDATASCHEMARID
INNER JOIN CMVIEWS.PDRDATABASE dbase
ON dbase.RID = dbschema.OFDATABASERID
INNER JOIN CMVIEWS.PDRHOSTSYSTEM dbhost
Chapter 5. Implementing your own information governance reports
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ON dbhost.RID = dbase.HOSTEDBYRID
ORDER BY
datarule_dim.NAME

The results from running this query might look like the data in the following table.
DataRule

Variable

Column

Table

Schema

Database

Host

BusAddZip
CodeFormat

datavalue

POSTALCODE

AZ_ADDRESS

SAMPLE

MDMIASAM

Host1

BusName
OneExists

datavalue

GIVENNAME1

AZ_NAME

SAMPLE

MDMIASAM

Host1

DataRule2_1

config_parameter

PARAMETER

SETUP_
PARAMETER

IGDCONFG

XMETA

Host1

DataRule2_1

config_value

VALUE

SETUP_
PARAMETER

IGDCONFG

XMETA

Host1

IGDConfig
Check_DR

parameter_value

VALUE

SETUP_
PARAMETER

IGDCONFG

XMETA

Host1

MsgLocale
Existence
Check_DR

locale_val

LOCALE

MSG_LIB

IGDCONFG

XMETA

Host1

The following model fragment shows how the hierarchy of implemented data
resources connects with the information governance rule dimension by using the
governed asset relationship at the information governance rule level.

The corresponding query to this model fragment looks like the following example.
A SELECT DISTINCT statement is used as a simple way to aggregate related facts.
In a real usage scenario, facts would typically be aggregated using computations,
such as average or maximum.
SELECT DISTINCT
datarule_dim.NAME DataRule,
dbtab.NAME Table,
dbschema.NAME Schema,
dbase.NAME Database,
dbhost.NAME Host
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
ON datarule_dim.RID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE bridge1
ON bridge1.IMPLEMENTATIONRULERID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSRULE igrule_dim
ON igrule_dim.RID = bridge1.BUSINESSRULERID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGGOVERNEDOBJECTSOFARULE bridge2
ON bridge2.BUSINESSRULERID = igrule_dim.RID
INNER JOIN CMVIEWS.PDRDATABASETABLE dbtab
ON dbtab.RID = bridge2.GOVERNEDOBJECTRID
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INNER
ON
INNER
ON
INNER
ON

JOIN CMVIEWS.PDRDATABASESCHEMA dbschema
dbschema.RID = dbtab.OFDATASCHEMARID
JOIN CMVIEWS.PDRDATABASE dbase
dbase.RID = dbschema.OFDATABASERID
JOIN CMVIEWS.PDRHOSTSYSTEM dbhost
dbhost.RID = dbase.HOSTEDBYRID

ORDER BY
datarule_dim.NAME

The results from running this query might look like the data in the following table.
DataRule

Variable

Table

Schema

Database

Host

BusAddZip
CodeFormat

datavalue

AZ_ADDRESS

SAMPLE

MDMIASAM

Host1

BusAddZip
CodeFormat

datavalue

AZ_PHONE

SAMPLE

MDMIASAM

Host1

BusAddZip
CodeFormat

datavalue

AZ_POSTCODE_
REF

SAMPLE

MDMIASAM

Host1

BusName
OneExists

datavalue

AZ_NAME

SAMPLE

MDMIASAM

Host1

BusName
OneExists

datavalue

AZ_NAME_REF

SAMPLE

MDMIASAM

Host1

DataRule2_1

config_parameter

SETUP_
PARAMETER

IGDCONFG

XMETA

Host1

DataRule2_1

config_value

SETUP_
PARAMETER

IGDCONFG

XMETA

Host1

IGDConfig
Check_DR

parameter_value

SETUP_
PARAMETER

IGDCONFG

XMETA

Host1

A typical application of the technical scope dimension is to ensure the correct
aggregation of facts. A query that aggregates the number of records for a
dimension, such as by policy, might lead to improper results because a policy
might have multiple data rules assigned. The fact that a data rule can cover
multiple database objects can also contribute to improper results. Including the
appropriate level of the database asset hierarchy helps to ensure that values of the
NumRecordsProcessed fact contribute only to the average for the appropriate
database asset.

Example: Adding business context to your operational data
You can use IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard to view
operational results from a business perspective. You derive this business
perspective from glossary objects that are defined in IBM InfoSphere Information
Governance Catalog, such as categories, terms, information governance policies,
and information governance rules.

Linking operational data with information governance rules and
policies
A key business dimension for information governance is based on the relationships
between information governance policies, information governance rules, and the
asset that implements information governance rules. These relationships are of type
n:m and thus need to be represented by using bridge views. The
igviews.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE and
igviews.IGRULEREFBYCONTAINERPOLICY views serve this purpose. They do
not contribute any attributes on their own.
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Because business dimensions are essential for information governance reporting,
the respective models treat all elements of these dimensions as mandatory,
although the underlying relationships are optional in many cases.

The following query returns a list of information governance policies and a list of
information governance rules that are assigned to these information governance
policies. The query also returns a list of data rules that implement these
information governance rules and the average number of records that are
processed for the data rule at issue. A SELECT DISTINCT statement and a
corresponding GROUP BY clause are used as a simple way to aggregate related
facts. In a real usage scenario, facts would typically be aggregated using
computations, such as average or maximum. The result is sorted by information
governance policy name.
SELECT distinct
policy_dim.NAME,
igrule_dim.NAME,
datarule_dim.NAME,
AVG ( fact.TOTALRECORDS ) AvgNumRecordsProcessed
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
ON datarule_dim.RID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE bridge1
ON bridge1.IMPLEMENTATIONRULERID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSRULE igrule_dim
ON igrule_dim.RID = bridge1.BUSINESSRULERID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGRULEREFBYCONTAINERPOLICY bridge2
ON bridge2.RULERID = igrule_dim.RID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGPOLICY policy_dim
ON policy_dim.RID = bridge2.POLICYRID
GROUP BY
policy_dim.NAME, igrule_dim.NAME, datarule_dim.NAME
ORDER BY
policy_dim.NAME

The results from running this query might look like the data in the following table.
Information governance policy

InformationGovernanceRule

DataRule

AvgRecProc

Data Completeness

Address Validation and Verification

BusAddZipCodeFormat

11005

Data Completeness

Name validation and verification

BusNameOneExists

11005

IGD Dashboard
Configuration Validity

IGD Configuration Parameter
Validation

DataRule2_1

4

IGD Dashboard
Configuration Validity

IGD_Configuration_
Parameter_Validation_2

DataRule2_1

4

IGD Dashboard
Configuration Validity3

IGD_Configuration_
Parameter_Validation_3

DataRule2_1

4
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The Policy column shows duplicate values, reflecting the fact that two or more
information governance rules can be assigned to the same policy. A similar query
might return the average number of records that are processed by a policy. In this
case, it is important to ensure that the data rules associated with the policy all
operate on the same table to make sure that the result is meaningful.
DataRule2_1 is assigned to two different information governance rules. This
assignment illustrates that the relationship between information governance rules
and data rules is of type n:m. Similar considerations apply when aggregating facts
at the information governance rule level.

Linking operational data with categories and terms
You can use a business-oriented notion of scope to help categorize operational data
from the perspective of business domains. While the technical notion of scope
helps to define correct grouping for fact aggregation, the business notion of scope
supports the presentation layer of InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard.
If you are an InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard user who is interested
in a high-level overview, you might open an information governance main report
that summarizes key metrics for the business areas. From there, you can drill down
into your areas of interest, guided by how report elements are organized. At a high
level, this organization is likely to follow business categories rather than technical
categories, such as database assets, data quality projects, or data rule names.
InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog provides glossary objects that you can
use to define business terminology at various levels of granularity. Categories and
terms represent entities that are of interest to the business. The following examples
illustrate how you can use categories and terms to classify facts such as those
resulting from the execution of data rules.
The following illustration shows a sample glossary with examples of tables that are
governed by terms:

The following model fragment shows how the dimensional model represents the
business scope dimension, based on terms and categories:
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You can add the dimension of implemented data resources either by using the data
rule binding or by using the governed asset relationship at the information
governance rule level. See Example: Determining what data the operational data is
derived from for a detailed description of these two options. Corresponding to
these two options, there are two typical ways to anchor this fragment on the
reporting model. The anchor point is always the RID of an implemented data
resource, usually a column, a table, or both, as illustrated by the following model
fragment:

The following query returns the maximum number of records that are processed
for the data rules that have associated terms and categories, where the data
rule-term relationship is based on the data rule binding.
SELECT
category.NAME Category,
term.NAME Term,
datarule_dim.NAME DataRule,
MAX ( fact.TOTALRECORDS ) MaxNumRecordsProcessed
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
ON datarule_dim.RID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IAREGISTEREDCOLUMN bridge1
ON bridge1.RID = binding.TARGETRID
INNER JOIN CMVIEWS.PDRDATABASECOLUMN dbcol
ON dbcol.RID = bridge1.DATAFIELDRID
INNER JOIN CMVIEWS.PDRDATABASETABLE dbtab
ON dbtab.RID = dbcol.OFDATABASETABLERID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGASSIGNEDOBJECTSOFATERM classification
ON classification.CLASSIFIEDOBJECTRID = dbtab.RID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSTERM term
ON term.RID = classification.BUSINESSTERMRID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSCATEGORY category
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ON category.RID = term.OFCATEGORY
GROUP BY
category.NAME , term.NAME, datarule_dim.NAME
ORDER BY
category.NAME

The next query is an example of anchoring the term and category dimension,
based on the governs relationship between information governance rules and
implemented data resources:
SELECT
category.NAME Category,
term.NAME Term,
datarule_dim.NAME DataRule,
MAX ( fact.TOTALRECORDS ) MaxNumRecordsProcessed
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
ON datarule_dim.RID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULEBINDING binding
ON binding.RULERID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE bridge1
ON bridge1.IMPLEMENTATIONRULERID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSRULE igrule_dim
ON igrule_dim.RID = bridge1.BUSINESSRULERID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGGOVERNEDOBJECTSOFARULE bridge2
ON bridge2.BUSINESSRULERID = igrule_dim.RID
INNER JOIN CMVIEWS.PDRDATABASETABLE dbtab
ON dbtab.RID = bridge2.GOVERNEDOBJECTRID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGASSIGNEDOBJECTSOFATERM classification
ON classification.CLASSIFIEDOBJECTRID = dbtab.RID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSTERM term
ON term.RID = classification.BUSINESSTERMRID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSCATEGORY category
ON category.RID = term.OFCATEGORY
GROUP BY
category.NAME , term.NAME, datarule_dim.NAME
ORDER BY
category.NAME

Applied to the example glossary, the results from running these queries might look
like the data in the following table.
Category

Term

DataRule

MaxNumRecProc

CRM

CRM Record

AgeInRangeNumeric_
Bank_Demographics

1105

Contact Information

Customer Contact

BusAddZip
CodeFormat

11005

Contact Information

Customer Contact

BusLastName
Exists

11005

Contact Information

Customer Contact

BusLastName
InAnonTable

11005

Contact Information

Supplier Contact

BusAddZip
CodeFormat

11005

Contact Information

Supplier Contact

BusLastName
Exists

11005

Contact Information

Supplier Contact

BusLastName
InAnonTable

11005
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Linking operational data with stewards
If you assign stewards to objects in the catalog, your information governance
reports can more immediately specify who needs to look into an area that needs
further investigation.
How to properly represent
place that guide the use of
metadata repository for an
of stewardship assignment

stewardship is closely related to standards that are in
catalog objects. See Reporting on the metadata in your
example of a query that can help to determine the types
that are present in your metadata repository.

Regarding data rules, a steward can be assigned at the data rule level, at the level
of information governance rules that are implemented by the data rule, or even at
the information governance policy level. The model fragment representing these
three assignment options looks like the following graphic:

The following query implements a decision tree-based logic that tries to find a
steward that is assigned to the following objects in this order. A SELECT
DISTINCT statement is used as a simple way to aggregate related facts. In a real
usage scenario, facts would typically be aggregated using computations, such as
average or maximum. The query returns 'no steward assigned' if no steward is
assigned to any of these objects:
v Data rule
v Information governance rule
v Information governance policy
SELECT distinct
datarule_dim.NAME,
CASE
WHEN steward1_dim.PRINCIPALID IS NULL THEN
CASE
WHEN steward2_dim.PRINCIPALID IS NULL THEN
CASE
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WHEN steward3_dim.PRINCIPALID IS NULL
THEN ’no steward assigned’
ELSE steward3_dim.PRINCIPALID
END
ELSE steward2_dim.PRINCIPALID
END
ELSE steward1_dim.PRINCIPALID
END Steward,
igrule_dim.NAME,
policy_dim.NAME
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
ON datarule_dim.RID = fact.RULERID
LEFT OUTER JOIN CMVIEWS.STEWARDSHIPASSIGNMENT bridge0
ON bridge0.ASSIGNEDFORCOMMONOBJECTRID = datarule_dim.COMMONRULERID
LEFT OUTER JOIN CMVIEWS.PRINCIPAL steward1_dim
ON steward1_dim.RID = bridge0.ASSIGNSPRINCIPALRID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE bridge1
ON bridge1.IMPLEMENTATIONRULERID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSRULE igrule_dim
ON igrule_dim.RID = bridge1.BUSINESSRULERID
LEFT OUTER JOIN CMVIEWS.STEWARDSHIPASSIGNMENT bridge2
ON bridge2.ASSIGNEDFORCOMMONOBJECTRID = igrule_dim.RID
LEFT OUTER JOIN CMVIEWS.PRINCIPAL steward2_dim
ON steward2_dim.RID = bridge2.ASSIGNSPRINCIPALRID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGRULEREFBYCONTAINERPOLICY bridge3
ON bridge3.RULERID = igrule_dim.RID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGPOLICY policy_dim
ON policy_dim.RID = bridge3.POLICYRID
LEFT OUTER JOIN CMVIEWS.STEWARDSHIPASSIGNMENT bridge4
ON bridge4.ASSIGNEDFORCOMMONOBJECTRID = policy_dim.RID
LEFT OUTER JOIN CMVIEWS.PRINCIPAL steward3_dim
ON steward3_dim.RID = bridge4.ASSIGNSPRINCIPALRID
ORDER BY
datarule_dim.NAME

The results from running this query might look like the data in the following table.
Data Rule

Data Rule Steward

Information Governance Rule

Information Governance Policy

BooleanValue_Domain_
Validation_BANK_
ACCOUNTS.BANKCARD

John Smith

Boolean value check

Domain validation

Completeness_Check_
ACCOUNT_HOLDERS.NAME

Stacy Steward

Name values contain literals only

Format validation

Demographic_age_
check_BANK_CUSTOMERS

Stanley Steward

Consistency checks for minors

Consistency validation

IGDConfigCheck_DR

no steward assigned

GD Configuration Parameter
Validation

IGD Dashboard Configuration
Validity

IGDFailingOnPurpose_DR

no steward assigned

IGD Configuration Parameter
Validation

IGD Dashboard Configuration
Validity

Relationships between data rules and information governance rules are of type
n:m. Relationships between information governance rules and information
governance policies are also of type n:m. The previous query returns more than
one steward for a data rule that does not have a steward that is assigned but is
assigned to multiple information governance rules with different stewards. This
fact might affect the use of this dimension in aggregations. Aggregating facts per
owner might lead to double-counting because facts for the same data rule would
be added to the aggregate of both stewards.
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Example: Taking advantage of glossary relationships
IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog provides a number of different
ways to structure the vocabulary of categories, terms, information governance
policies, and information governance rules by means of relationships. Report
authors can use relationships to enrich reports with various business driven
filtering and navigation options.

Information governance policy and category hierarchies
InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog enables stewards to arrange
information governance policies and categories in a hierarchical manner to group
related glossary objects and to express Is A relationships. From a reporting
perspective, these hierarchies represent an important structure because different
levels in a hierarchy usually correspond to different levels of abstraction.
Abstraction and refinement are the guiding principles for drill-down behavior in
reports.
A data rule might be assigned to multiple categories. However, these categories
might have a common parent in the category hierarchy. You can use queries to
unlock the value that underlies hierarchies of glossary objects, as demonstrated in
the following examples.
You can use queries to compute the maximum number of processed records
grouped by category, term, or data rule. In the presence of such hierarchies, you
might want to see aggregated results for all objects below and including a certain
information governance policy, category, or both.
To enable this report, queries need to be sensitive to the underlying relationships
and their transitive characteristics. The following query returns the names and
RIDs of all categories below and including 'Customer Relations':
WITH categoryInSubtree (NAME, RID, DEPTH) AS
(SELECT c.NAME, c.RID, 0
FROM IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSCATEGORY c
WHERE c.NAME = ’Customer Relations’
UNION ALL
SELECT c2.NAME, c2.RID, c1.DEPTH + 1
FROM categoryInSubtree c1, IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSCATEGORY c2
WHERE c1.RID = c2.SUPERCATEGORYRID AND DEPTH < 1000)
SELECT NAME topname, RID rid
FROM categoryInSubtree;

The query traverses the category hierarchy recursively for all categories below and
including 'Customer Relations'. The query includes an artificial limit to the depth
of the hierarchy (depth < 1000). The sole purpose of this expression is to suppress
a warning that indicates that the query might lead to infinite recursion. The
following categories are included:
v Customer relations
v Contact information
v CRM
The following example analytical query includes the previous query to return the
maximum number of records that are processed for all categories below and
including 'Customer Relations':
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WITH categoryInSubtree (NAME, RID, DEPTH) AS
(SELECT c.NAME, c.RID, 0
FROM IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSCATEGORY c
WHERE c.NAME = ’Customer Relations’
UNION ALL
SELECT c2.NAME, c2.RID, c1.DEPTH + 1
FROM categoryInSubtree c1, IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSCATEGORY c2
WHERE c1.RID = c2.SUPERCATEGORYRID AND DEPTH < 1000)
SELECT
category_dim.NAME Category,
term_dim.NAME Term,
datarule_dim.NAME DataRule,
MAX ( fact.TOTALRECORDS ) MaxNumRecProc
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
ON datarule_dim.RID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULEBINDING binding
ON binding.RULERID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IAREGISTEREDCOLUMN bridge1
ON bridge1.RID = binding.TARGETRID
INNER JOIN CMVIEWS.PDRDATABASECOLUMN dbcol
ON dbcol.RID = bridge1.DATAFIELDRID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGASSIGNEDOBJECTSOFATERM classification
ON classification.CLASSIFIEDOBJECTRID = dbcol.RID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSTERM term_dim
ON term_dim.RID = classification.BUSINESSTERMRID
INNER JOIN categoryInSubtree category_dim
ON category_dim.rid = term_dim.OFCATEGORY
GROUP BY
term_dim.NAME, category_dim.NAME, datarule_dim.NAME

The following graphic illustrates the context of the category hierarchy for the query and its results.

The results from running the query might look like the data in the following table.
Category

Term

DataRule

MaxNumRecProc

CRM

CRM Record1

AgeInRangeNumeric_
Bank_Demographics

11005

Contact Information

Customer Contact

BusAddZip
CodeFormat

11005

Contact Information

Customer Contact

BusLastName
Exists

11005
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Category

Term

DataRule

MaxNumRecProc

Contact Information

Customer Contact

BusLastName
InAnonTable

11005

The categories that belong to the 'Supplier Relations' branch are not included.
You can use a similar approach to enforce uniqueness of names if two information
governance policies or categories in a hierarchy have the same name. The
following query returns the name of a category for a particular category RID that
is based on concatenating the names along the path to the top of the hierarchy.
WITH policyUniqueName (NAME , RID, DEPTH) AS
(SELECT c.NAME, c.RID, 0
FROM IGVIEWS.IGPOLICY c
WHERE c.SUPERPOLICYRID is NULL
UNION ALL
SELECT c1.NAME concat ’:’ concat c2.NAME, c2.RID, c1.DEPTH + 1
FROM policyUniqueName c1, IGVIEWS.IGPOLICY c2
WHERE c1.RID = c2.SUPERPOLICYRID AND DEPTH < 1000)
WITH categoryUniqueName (NAME , RID, DEPTH) AS
(SELECT c.NAME, c.RID, 0
FROM IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSCATEGORY c
WHERE c.SUPERCATEGORYRID is NULL
UNION ALL
SELECT c1.NAME concat ’:’ concat c2.NAME, c2.RID, c1.DEPTH + 1
FROM categoryUniqueName c1, IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSCATEGORY c2
WHERE c2.SUPERCATEGORYRID is not NULL AND
c1.RID = c2.SUPERCATEGORYRID AND DEPTH < 1000)
SELECT
category.NAME Category,
term.NAME Term,
datarule_dim.NAME DataRule,
MAX ( fact.TOTALRECORDS ) MaxNumRecProc
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULEEXECUTIONHISTORY fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
ON datarule_dim.RID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULEBINDING binding
ON binding.RULERID = fact.RULERID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IAREGISTEREDCOLUMN bridge1
ON bridge1.RID = binding.TARGETRID
INNER JOIN CMVIEWS.PDRDATABASECOLUMN dbcol
ON dbcol.RID = bridge1.DATAFIELDRID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGASSIGNEDOBJECTSOFATERM classification
ON classification.CLASSIFIEDOBJECTRID = dbcol.RID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSTERM term
ON term.RID = classification.BUSINESSTERMRID
INNER JOIN categoryUniqueName category
ON category.rid = term.OFCATEGORY
GROUP BY
term.NAME, category.NAME, datarule_dim.NAME
;

The results from running this query might look like the data in the following table.
UniqueCategoryName

Term

DataRule

MaxNumRecProc

Relations:Customer
Relations:Contact Information

Customer Contact

BusAddZip
CodeFormat

11005

Relations:Supplier
Relations:Contact Information

Supplier Contact

BusPhone
FormatCheck

11005
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Relationships between business terms
InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog provides capabilities to express
relationships between terms. The following model fragment shows some of these
relationships and how they relate two instances of the entity IGBUSINESSTERM.

This fragment can be added in part or in total to the dimensional model developed
so far to provide dimensions for the following relationships between terms:
v Related term (generic)
v Term-subterm relationship (Is A Type Of)
v Has a term (Has A)
v Synonym
v Replacing term
The following query lists instances of some of these relationships if present in a
glossary:
SELECT
term.NAME Term,
CASE
WHEN replacingterm.NAME IS NULL THEN ’-’
ELSE replacingterm.NAME
END ReplacingTerm,
CASE
WHEN relatedterm.NAME IS NULL THEN ’-’
ELSE relatedterm.NAME
END RelatedTerm,
CASE
WHEN subterm.NAME IS NULL THEN ’-’
ELSE subterm.NAME
END SubTerm,
CASE
WHEN hasterm.NAME IS NULL THEN ’-’
ELSE hasterm.NAME
END HasTerm
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FROM igviews.IGBUSINESSTERM term
LEFT OUTER JOIN igviews.IGBUSINESSTERM replacingterm
ON replacingterm.RID = term.REPLACEDBYTERMRID
LEFT OUTER JOIN igviews.IGTERMHASRELATEDTERM related
ON related.TERMRID = term.RID
LEFT OUTER JOIN igviews.IGBUSINESSTERM relatedterm
ON relatedterm.RID = related.RELATEDTERMRID
LEFT OUTER JOIN igviews.IGTERMHASSUBTERM sub
ON sub.TERMRID = term.RID
LEFT OUTER JOIN igviews.IGBUSINESSTERM subterm
ON subterm.RID = sub.SUBTERMRID
LEFT OUTER JOIN igviews.IGTERMHASTERM has
ON has.ISOFTERMRID = term.RID
LEFT OUTER JOIN igviews.IGBUSINESSTERM hasterm
ON subterm.RID = has.HASTERMRID
WHERE
replacingterm.NAME is NOT NULL OR
relatedterm.NAME IS NOT NULL OR
subterm.NAME IS NOT NULL OR
hasterm.NAME IS NOT NULL
;

The results from running this query might look like the data in the following table.
Term

ReplacingTerm

RelatedTerm

SubTerm

HasTerm

Fraud Activity

-

Suspicious
Activity

Mail Fraud
Activity

-

Customer

-

Customer
Relation

-

CRM Record

Premium Client

Premium
Customer

-

-

-

Example: Reports for interpreting data metric results
Data rules are linked with information governance policies by means of the
relationship chain 'Information Governance Rules-Implemented By' (visible in IBM
InfoSphere Information Governance Catalog). No such linkage exists for data
metrics. However, you can link operational data with glossary objects in various
ways despite the lack of a dedicated relationship type or chain.
The following model fragment shows how data metrics can be represented in a
reporting model. The fragment closely resembles the dimensional model for data
rules. IAMETRICEXECUTIONHISTORY is the view that represents facts. This view
is surrounded by dimensions that add design-time information, such as the name
of the metric, the project it belongs to, and the related rules. The IAPROJECT view
is linked to the IAMETRIC view in a snowflake manner. The view might also be
added to a separate copy of IAMETRIC, making it a star schema.
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You can use the linkage between data metrics and data rules to assign data metrics
to information governance policies, information governance rules, terms, and
categories. In this case, the RID of the data rule serves as the linkage between the
dimensional model for data metrics and the model for data rules. The following
query shows the average data metric results per information governance policy,
based on the information governance policies that are associated with the data
rules from which the metric is derived.
SELECT
policy_dim.NAME Policy,
datametric_dim.NAME Metric,
AVG ( datametric_fact.METRICRESULT ) AvgMetricResult
FROM IAVIEWS.IAMETRICEXECUTIONHISTORY datametric_fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IAMETRIC datametric_dim
ON datametric_dim.RID = datametric_fact.METRICRID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IAMETRICDEPENDENCY bridge0
ON bridge0.METRICRID = datametric_dim.RID
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
ON datarule_dim.RID = bridge0.DEPENDSONRID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE bridge1
ON bridge1.IMPLEMENTATIONRULERID = datarule_dim.RID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSRULE igrule_dim
ON igrule_dim.RID = bridge1.BUSINESSRULERID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGRULEREFBYCONTAINERPOLICY bridge2
ON bridge2.RULERID = igrule_dim.RID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGPOLICY policy_dim
ON policy_dim.RID = bridge2.POLICYRID
GROUP BY
policy_dim.NAME, datametric_dim.NAME
ORDER BY
policy_dim.NAME

The results of this query might look like the data in the following table.
Information governance
policy
IGD Dashboard
Configuration Validity

Metric

AvgMetricResult

IGDConfigValidationMetric

100.0

Alternatively, there is a more direct way to associate data metrics with categories,
by using custom attributes or external asset linkage.
The first option ties data metrics to terms in InfoSphere Information Governance
Catalog based on an external asset of type 'Data Metric'. The linkage is done by
entering the name of the associated data metric as the value of the external
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identifier property of an external asset added to the term. The following graphic
shows how setting up this linkage might look in InfoSphere Information
Governance Catalog.

The following model fragment reflects this linkage:

The following query returns the result of the most recent run for each metric
assigned to the category 'Configuration Validation,':
SELECT
category.NAME Category,
term.NAME Term,
metric.NAME Metric,
metric_fact.METRICRESULT Result
FROM IAVIEWS.IAMETRICEXECUTIONHISTORY metric_fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IAMETRIC metric
ON metric.RID = metric_fact.METRICRID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGEXTERNALASSETREFERENCE extasset
ON extasset.EXTERNALIDENTIFIER = metric.NAME
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSTERM term
ON extasset.BUSINESSCONCEPTRID = term.RID
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSCATEGORY category
ON category.RID = term.OFCATEGORY
INNER JOIN (
SELECT
METRICRID MAXRID,
MAX( STARTTIME ) MAXTIME
FROM IAVIEWS.IAMETRICEXECUTIONHISTORY
GROUP BY METRICRID
) latest_metric_fact
ON latest_metric_fact.MAXRID = metric_fact.METRICRID
AND latest_metric_fact.MAXTIME = metric_fact.STARTTIME
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WHERE
extasset.SUBTYPE = ’Data Metric’ AND
category.NAME = ’Configuration Validation’

The result from the query might look like the data in the following table.
The second option ties data metrics to terms in the catalog based on the Associated
Metric custom attribute that is assigned at the level of terms. The following
graphic shows how setting up this linkage might look in the catalog.

Instead of creating the linkage by entering the name of the associated data metric
as the value of the external identifier property of an external asset added to the
term, as in the first option, this linkage is done by entering the name of the
associated data metric as the value of the 'Associated Metric' custom attribute of
the term. The following model fragment reflects this linkage:

The following query returns the same result as the query for the first example, in
this case based on the custom attribute linkage:
SELECT
category.NAME Category,
metric.NAME Metric,
metric_fact.STARTTIME Time,
metric_fact.METRICRESULT Result
FROM IAVIEWS.IAMETRICEXECUTIONHISTORY metric_fact
INNER JOIN IAVIEWS.IAMETRIC metric
ON metric.RID = metric_fact.METRICRID
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INNER
ON
INNER
ON
INNER
ON
INNER
ON

JOIN IGVIEWS.IGCUSTOMATTRIBUTEVAL custattrval
custattrval.VALUE = metric.NAME
JOIN IGVIEWS.IGCUSTOMATTRIBUTE custatt
custatt.RID = custattrval.OFCUSTOMATTRIBUTERID
JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSTERM term
custattrval.OBJECTRID = term.RID
JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSCATEGORY category
category.RID = term.OFCATEGORY

INNER JOIN (
SELECT
METRICRID MAXRID,
MAX( STARTTIME ) MAXTIME
FROM IAVIEWS.IAMETRICEXECUTIONHISTORY
GROUP BY METRICRID
) latest_metric_fact
ON latest_metric_fact.MAXRID = metric_fact.METRICRID
AND latest_metric_fact.MAXTIME = metric_fact.STARTTIME
WHERE
custatt.NAME = ’Associated Metric’ AND
category.NAME = ’Configuration Validation’

The results of this query might look like the data in the following table.
Category

Metric

Time

Result

Configuration
Validation

IGDConfig
ValidationMetric

2014-04-02
13:49:07.0

100.0

The previous two queries mainly serve illustrative purposes. The approach might
be valuable because it provides direct linkage between metrics and glossary objects
and works similarly with policies. However, a limitation is that the linkage is done
based on names rather than IDs, which means the values must be entered
manually into the glossary and are visible to glossary users. An RID does not help
a glossary user to understand which metrics are related to a term at issue.

Example: Reporting on the metadata in your metadata repository
You can run reports that give you information about the content of your metadata
repository.
Reporting on metadata has many different use cases, most of which are related to
getting a better understanding of the content of your metadata repository. This
understanding is useful for a number of purposes, such as the following examples:
Preparing the implementation of a governance solution
For example, understanding the type of relationships that are used to link
terms or finding out whether a category or information governance policy
hierarchy contains categories or information governance policies with the
same name.
Assessing compliance with corporate standards
For example, checking whether all terms have short descriptions or all
information governance policies have stewards.
Understanding the status and progress of your governance program
For example, determining what percentage of information governance
policies have information governance rules that are assigned or what
percentage of these information governance rules have data rules that are
assigned.
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Depending on the use case, the corresponding metrics might be used in a
long-term information governance solution or might guide you through the
implementation phase of your governance program. For an initial metadata
assessment, an analytical query that produces tabular output might be sufficient.
For compliance reporting, however, more sophisticated visualization techniques
might be appropriate, addressing the needs of a more business-oriented user
community.
Facts for metadata reporting are typically compound objects that result from outer
joins of metadata views. You can take advantage of these facts by writing queries
that count IDs directly on the compound fact or on related dimensions. These
counts might be further evaluated by specific metrics.

Finding duplicate names in a hierarchy
It is difficult to represent different categories or information governance policies
that have the same name in reports. Consider the following hierarchy:

Representing categories and information governance policies by their path in the
hierarchy solves the problem, but might make reports difficult to use.
You can use the following query to determine whether your category hierarchy
contains two or more categories with the same name. The query lists the names of
these categories, the fully qualified names, and the RIDs. A SELECT DISTINCT
statement and a corresponding GROUP BY clause are used as a simple way to
aggregate related facts. In a real usage scenario, facts would typically be
aggregated using computations, such as average or maximum.
WITH categoryUniqueName (UNIQUENAME , NAME, RID, SUPERCATEGORYRID, DEPTH) AS
(SELECT c.NAME, c.NAME, c.RID, c.SUPERCATEGORYRID, 0
FROM IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSCATEGORY c
WHERE c.SUPERCATEGORYRID is NULL
UNION ALL
SELECT c1.NAME concat ’:’ concat c2.NAME, c2.NAME, c2.RID,
c2.SUPERCATEGORYRID, c1.DEPTH + 1
FROM categoryUniqueName c1, IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSCATEGORY c2
WHERE c2.SUPERCATEGORYRID is not NULL AND
c1.RID = c2.SUPERCATEGORYRID AND DEPTH < 1000)
SELECT distinct
c1.NAME Category,
c1.UNIQUENAME FullyQualifiedName,
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c1.RID RID
FROM categoryUniqueName c1
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSCATEGORY c2
ON c1.NAME = c2.NAME
WHERE NOT c1.SUPERCATEGORYRID = c2.SUPERCATEGORYRID
GROUP BY c1.NAME, c1.UNIQUENAME, c1.RID
ORDER BY c1.NAME

The results from running the query might look like the data in the following table.
Category

FullyQualifiedName

RID

Contact Information

Customer Relations:
Contact Information

6662c0f2.ee6a64fe.8gckait1h.
jde4ao4.hbg45a.41evkmliqcmat5ct877nu

Contact Information

Supplier Relations:
Contact Information

6662c0f2.ee6a64fe.8gk48ictn.
7len3a4.8gmso7.d5u5ipaphtng108oqdjm4

Depending on the number of categories with the same name, one or more of the
following solutions are possible:
v Add the query that maps RIDs to unique names to analytical queries that
involve names.
v Make names globally unique by changing them in the glossary.
v Create a name translation table that is based on the result of this query that
maps non-unique names to unique names. Add the translation table as a bridge
entity to your analytical queries.
A similar query can be used to identify information governance policies with the
same name.

Determining at which levels stewards are assigned
The topic Example: Adding business context to your operational data describes a
particular approach to tackle the problem that stewards might be assigned to
different glossary objects. You can use a query like the following query to
determine the percentage of information governance policies, information
governance rules, and data rules that have stewards assigned to them. The query
also returns the overall number of objects at each level to provide context for that
percentage.
WITH IGPolicyCount (num) AS (
SELECT count(RID) from IGVIEWS.IGPOLICY),
StewardsForPolicyCount (num) AS (
SELECT count(RID)
FROM IGVIEWS.IGPOLICY policy_dim
LEFT OUTER JOIN CMVIEWS.STEWARDSHIPASSIGNMENT bridge
ON bridge.ASSIGNEDFORCOMMONOBJECTRID = policy_dim.RID
WHERE bridge.ASSIGNSPRINCIPALRID IS NOT NULL),
IGRuleCount (num) AS (
SELECT count(RID) from IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSRULE),
StewardsForIGRuleCount (num) AS (
SELECT count(RID)
FROM IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSRULE igrule_dim
LEFT OUTER JOIN CMVIEWS.STEWARDSHIPASSIGNMENT bridge
ON bridge.ASSIGNEDFORCOMMONOBJECTRID = igrule_dim.RID
WHERE bridge.ASSIGNSPRINCIPALRID IS NOT NULL),
DataRuleCount (num) AS (
SELECT count(RID) from IAVIEWS.IARULE),
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StewardsForDataRuleCount (num) AS (
SELECT count(RID)
FROM IAVIEWS.IARULE datarule_dim
LEFT OUTER JOIN CMVIEWS.STEWARDSHIPASSIGNMENT bridge
ON bridge.ASSIGNEDFORCOMMONOBJECTRID = datarule_dim.COMMONRULERID
WHERE bridge.ASSIGNSPRINCIPALRID IS NOT NULL)
SELECT GlossaryObjectName, OverallNumberOfGlossaryObjects,
PercentageWithStewards FROM (
SELECT
0 Level,
’Policy’ GlossaryObjectName,
IGPolicyCount.num OverallNumberOfGlossaryObjects,
CASE
WHEN IGPolicyCount.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * StewardsForPolicyCount.num /
IGPolicyCount.num AS INTEGER)
END PercentageWithStewards
FROM IGPolicyCount, StewardsForPolicyCount
UNION
SELECT
1,
’Information Governance Rule’,
IGRuleCount.num,
CASE
WHEN IGRuleCount.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * StewardsForIGRuleCount.num /
IGRuleCount.num AS INTEGER)
END
FROM IGRuleCount, StewardsForIGRuleCount
UNION
SELECT
2,
’Data Rule’,
DataRuleCount.num,
CASE
WHEN DataRuleCount.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * StewardsForDataRuleCount.num /
DataRuleCount.num AS INTEGER)
END
FROM DataRuleCount, StewardsForDataRuleCount
)
ORDER BY Level

The following example output shows results for a glossary with 69 policies, 5% of
which have a steward that is assigned. Of the 83 information governance rules,
97% have a steward that is assigned, but no stewards are assigned at the data rule
level.
GlossaryObject

NumberOfGlossaryObjects

PercentageWithStewards

Policy

69

5

Information Governance Rule 83

97

Data Rule

0

275
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Investigating the linkage among information governance policies,
information governance rules, and data rules
The linkage between information governance policies and information governance
rules, and between information governance rules and data rules, is important for
any report that puts data quality facts into a business context. You can use the
following query to find out the degree to which this linkage is present in your
glossary:
WITH
NumPolicies (num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM IGVIEWS.IGPOLICY),
NumLinkedPolicies (num) AS (SELECT count(distinct rcp.POLICYRID)
FROM IGVIEWS.IGRULEREFBYCONTAINERPOLICY rcp),
NumIGRules (num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM IGVIEWS.IGBUSINESSRULE),
NumLinkedIGRules (num) AS (SELECT count(distinct RID1) FROM (
SELECT iar.BUSINESSRULERID RID1 FROM IGVIEWS.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE iar
UNION SELECT rcp.RULERID RID1 FROM IGVIEWS.IGRULEREFBYCONTAINERPOLICY rcp)
),
NumDataRules (num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM IAVIEWS.IARULE),
NumLinkedDataRules (num) AS (SELECT count(distinct iar.IMPLEMENTATIONRULERID)
FROM IGVIEWS.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE iar),
PoliciesLinkedToIGRulesAndDataRules (num) AS (
SELECT count(distinct rcp.POLICYRID)
FROM IGVIEWS.IGRULEREFBYCONTAINERPOLICY rcp
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE iar
ON rcp.RULERID = iar.BUSINESSRULERID),
PoliciesLinkedToIGRulesButNotToDataRules (num) AS (
SELECT count(distinct rcp.POLICYRID)
FROM IGVIEWS.IGRULEREFBYCONTAINERPOLICY rcp
LEFT OUTER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE iar
ON rcp.RULERID = iar.BUSINESSRULERID
WHERE iar.IMPLEMENTATIONRULERID IS NULL),
IGRulesLinkedToPoliciesAndDataRules (num) AS (
SELECT count(distinct rcp.RULERID)
FROM IGVIEWS.IGRULEREFBYCONTAINERPOLICY rcp
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE iar
ON rcp.RULERID = iar.BUSINESSRULERID),
IGRulesLinkedToPoliciesButNotToDataRules (num) AS (
SELECT count(distinct rcp.RULERID)
FROM IGVIEWS.IGRULEREFBYCONTAINERPOLICY rcp
LEFT OUTER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE iar
ON rcp.RULERID = iar.BUSINESSRULERID
WHERE iar.IMPLEMENTATIONRULERID IS NULL),
IGRulesLinkedToDataRulesButNotToPolicies (num) AS (
SELECT count(distinct iar.BUSINESSRULERID)
FROM IGVIEWS.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE iar
LEFT OUTER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGRULEREFBYCONTAINERPOLICY rcp
ON iar.BUSINESSRULERID = rcp.RULERID
WHERE rcp.POLICYRID IS NULL),
DataRulesLinkedToIGRulesAndPolicies (num) AS (
SELECT count(distinct iar.IMPLEMENTATIONRULERID)
FROM IGVIEWS.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE iar
INNER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGRULEREFBYCONTAINERPOLICY rcp
ON rcp.RULERID = iar.BUSINESSRULERID),
DataRulesIGRulesLinkedToIGRulesButNotToPolicies (num) AS (
SELECT count(distinct iar.IMPLEMENTATIONRULERID)
FROM IGVIEWS.IGIMPLEMENTEDBYIARULE iar
LEFT OUTER JOIN IGVIEWS.IGRULEREFBYCONTAINERPOLICY rcp
ON rcp.RULERID = iar.BUSINESSRULERID
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WHERE rcp.POLICYRID IS NULL)
SELECT
GlossaryObject, NumOverall, NumFullyLinked, NumPartiallyLinked, NumUnlinked
FROM (
SELECT
0 Level,
’Policies’ GlossaryObject,
NumPolicies.num NumOverall,
PoliciesLinkedToIGRulesAndDataRules.num NumFullyLinked,
PoliciesLinkedToIGRulesButNotToDataRules.num NumPartiallyLinked,
NumPolicies.num - NumLinkedPolicies.num NumUnLinked
FROM
NumPolicies, NumLinkedPolicies, PoliciesLinkedToIGRulesAndDataRules,
PoliciesLinkedToIGRulesButNotToDataRules
UNION SELECT
1 Level,
’Information Governance Rules’,
NumIGRules.num Overall,
IGRulesLinkedToPoliciesAndDataRules.num FullyLinked,
IGRulesLinkedToPoliciesButNotToDataRules.num +
IGRulesLinkedToDataRulesButNotToPolicies.num PartiallyLinked,
NumIGRules.num - NumLinkedIGRules.num UnLinked
FROM
NumIGRules, NumLinkedIGRules, IGRulesLinkedToPoliciesAndDataRules,
IGRulesLinkedToPoliciesButNotToDataRules,
IGRulesLinkedToDataRulesButNotToPolicies
UNION SELECT
2 Level,
’Data Rules’,
NumDataRules.num Overall,
DataRulesLinkedToIGRulesAndPolicies.num FullyLinked,
DataRulesIGRulesLinkedToIGRulesButNotToPolicies.num PartiallyLinked,
NumDataRules.num - NumLinkedDataRules.num UnLinked
FROM
NumDataRules, NumLinkedDataRules, DataRulesLinkedToIGRulesAndPolicies,
DataRulesIGRulesLinkedToIGRulesButNotToPolicies
)
ORDER BY LEVEL

The query investigates what percentage of information governance policies,
information governance rules, and data rules is linked by any of the following
relationships:
v Relationship between policy and information governance rules (referred to as R1
in the next list)
v Relationship between information governance rule and data rule ('implements';
referred to as R2 in the next list)
For information governance policies, information governance rules, and data rules,
the query returns the following information:
v
v
v
v

Overall number of entries
Number of entries that are fully linked (R1 and R2)
Number of entries that are partially linked (R1 or R2, but not both)
Number of unlinked entries (neither R1 nor R2)

GlossaryObject

NumOverall

NumFully
Linked

NumberPartially
Linked

NumUnlinked

Information governance
policies

69

5

1

63
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GlossaryObject

NumOverall

NumFully
Linked

NumberPartially
Linked

NumUnlinked

Information governance
rules

43

9

1

33

Data rules

28

23

0

5

A similar query might be used to determine the degree to which terms are linked
with assets and the type of asset to which the linkage applies.

Reporting on the use of descriptions
A standard for entries in the catalog might require each entry to have a
description. The following analytical query returns the overall percentage of entries
that have a short description for all entries that are supported by the SQL views:
WITH
Hosts(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM cmviews.PDRHostSystem),
DBCols(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM cmviews.PDRDatabaseColumn),
DBConns(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM cmviews.PDRDatabaseConnection),
DBs(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM cmviews.PDRDatabase),
DBTabs(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM cmviews.PDRDatabaseTable),
DBSchemas(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM cmviews.PDRDatabaseSchema),
DBSProcs(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM cmviews.PDRStoredProcedure),
DBViews(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM cmviews.PDRDatabaseView),
IGRules(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM igviews.IGBusinessRule),
IGLabels(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM igviews.IGLabel),
IGExtAssts(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM igviews.IGExternalAssetReference),
IGTerms(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM igviews.IGBusinessTerm),
IGPolicies(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM igviews.IGPolicy),
IGCats(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM igviews.IGBusinessCategory),
IAMetrics(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM iaviews.IAMetric),
IAProjects(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM iaviews.IAProject),
IARSets(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM iaviews.IARuleSetDefinition),
IAPubRules(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM iaviews.IAPublicRule),
IARules(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM iaviews.IARule),
IARuleDefs(num) AS (SELECT count(RID) FROM iaviews.IARuleDefinition),
HostsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM cmviews.PDRHostSystem
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
DBColsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM cmviews.PDRDatabaseColumn
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
DBConnsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM cmviews.PDRDatabaseConnection
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
DBsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM cmviews.PDRDatabase
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
DBTabsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM cmviews.PDRDatabaseTable
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
DBSchemasWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM cmviews.PDRDatabaseSchema
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
DBSProcsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM cmviews.PDRStoredProcedure
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
DBViewsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM cmviews.PDRDatabaseView
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
IGRulesWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM igviews.IGBusinessRule
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
IGLabelsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
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FROM igviews.IGLabel
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
IGExtAsstsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM igviews.IGExternalAssetReference
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
IGTermsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM igviews.IGBusinessTerm
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
IGPoliciesWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM igviews.IGPolicy
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
IGCatsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM igviews.IGBusinessCategory
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
IAMetricsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM iaviews.IAMetric
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
IAProjectsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM iaviews.IAProject
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
IARSetsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM iaviews.IARuleSetDefinition
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
IAPubRulesWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM iaviews.IAPublicRule
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
IARulesWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM iaviews.IARule
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL),
IARuleDefsWithDescr (num) AS (SELECT count(RID)
FROM iaviews.IARuleDefinition
WHERE shortDescription IS NOT NULL)
SELECT AVG(Percentage) PercentageGlossaryShortDescription FROM (
SELECT CASE WHEN Hosts.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * HostsWithDescr.num /
Hosts.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM Hosts, HostsWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN DBCols.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * DBColsWithDescr.num /
DBCols.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM DBCols, DBColsWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN DBConns.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * DBConnsWithDescr.num /
DBConns.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM DBConns, DBConnsWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN DBs.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * DBsWithDescr.num /
DBs.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM DBs, DBsWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN DBTabs.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * DBTabsWithDescr.num /
DBTabs.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM DBTabs, DBTabsWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN DBSchemas.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * DBSchemasWithDescr.num /
DBSchemas.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM DBSchemas, DBSchemasWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN DBSProcs.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * DBSProcsWithDescr.num /
DBSProcs.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM DBSProcs, DBSProcsWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN DBViews.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * DBViewsWithDescr.num /
DBViews.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM DBViews, DBViewsWithDescr
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UNION SELECT CASE WHEN IGRules.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * IGRulesWithDescr.num /
IGRules.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM IGRules, IGRulesWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN IGLabels.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * IGLabelsWithDescr.num /
IGLabels.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM IGLabels, IGLabelsWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN IGExtAssts.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * IGExtAsstsWithDescr.num /
IGExtAssts.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM IGExtAssts, IGExtAsstsWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN IGTerms.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * IGTermsWithDescr.num /
IGTerms.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM IGTerms, IGTermsWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN IGPolicies.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * IGPoliciesWithDescr.num /
IGPolicies.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM IGPolicies, IGPoliciesWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN IGCats.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * IGCatsWithDescr.num /
IGCats.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM IGCats, IGCatsWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN IAMetrics.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * IAMetricsWithDescr.num /
IAMetrics.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM IAMetrics, IAMetricsWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN IAProjects.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * IAProjectsWithDescr.num /
IAProjects.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM IAProjects, IAProjectsWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN IARSets.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * IARSetsWithDescr.num /
IARSets.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM IARSets, IARSetsWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN IAPubRules.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * IAPubRulesWithDescr.num /
IAPubRules.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM IAPubRules, IAPubRulesWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN IARules.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * IARulesWithDescr.num /
IARules.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM IARules, IARulesWithDescr
UNION SELECT CASE WHEN IARuleDefs.num = 0 THEN 0
ELSE CAST(100 * IARuleDefsWithDescr.num /
IARuleDefs.num AS INTEGER) END Percentage
FROM IARuleDefs, IARuleDefsWithDescr
)

The results of the query might look like the data in the following table.
PercentageGlossaryShortDescription
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A more elaborate version of this query might also check the length of the
description.
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Chapter 6. Troubleshooting governance reports
Certain problems can occur while you are using IBM InfoSphere Information
Governance Dashboard. The issues documented in this section provide descriptions
of the problems and steps to correct them.

Status icons in the Data Quality – Health Summary list are not
displayed in IBM Cognos Connection 10.2.1
In IBM InfoSphere Information Governance Dashboard, no icons are shown on the
Health Summary list on the Data Quality tab of the workspace.

Symptoms
The second column of the Health Summary list on the Data Quality tab of the
workspace is empty.

Environment
This issue occurs only in Cognos Workspace 10.2.1.

Resolving the problem
Follow these steps to create a temporary workaround:
1. In Report Studio, open the report Information_Governance_Dashboard >
Reports > Data Quality > Charts and Lists > Lists - Details for Data Rules,
Data Rule Sets, and Metrics.
2. Select the List Column Body of the second column from left of the Health
Summary by Data Rules list, and then open the StyleIconPassed conditional
style in the properties window.
3. Edit the StyleIconPassed conditional style, and then edit the style for string
condition G.
4. Click the Advanced tab, and then edit the background image definition.
5. In the Background Image window, in the Image URL field under Specified,
change the URL from ..\\samples\governance_images\green.gif to
..//samples/governance_images/green.gif.
6. In the Conditional Style - String pane, edit the style for string condition Y.
7. Click the Advanced tab, and then edit the background image definition.
8. In the Background Image window, in the Image URL field under Specified,
change the URL from ..\\samples\governance_images\yellow to
..//samples/governance_images/yellow.gif.
9. In the Conditional Style - String pane, edit the style for string condition R.
10. Click the Advanced tab, and then edit the background image definition.
11. In the Background Image window, in the Image URL field under Specified,
change the URL from ..\\samples\governance_images\red.gif to
..//samples/governance_images/red.gif.
12. Save the report.
13. In IBM Cognos Connection, open the InfoSphere Information Governance
Dashboard workspace, and then click Data Quality.
14. Click the title of the Health Summary by Data Rules list to display the widget
above the title. Click the widget, and then select Reset.
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Appendix A. Product accessibility
You can get information about the accessibility status of IBM products.
The IBM InfoSphere Information Server product modules and user interfaces are
not fully accessible.
For information about the accessibility status of IBM products, see the IBM product
accessibility information at http://www.ibm.com/able/product_accessibility/
index.html.

Accessible documentation
Accessible documentation for InfoSphere Information Server products is provided
in an information center. The information center presents the documentation in
XHTML 1.0 format, which is viewable in most web browsers. Because the
information center uses XHTML, you can set display preferences in your browser.
This also allows you to use screen readers and other assistive technologies to
access the documentation.
The documentation that is in the information center is also provided in PDF files,
which are not fully accessible.

IBM and accessibility
See the IBM Human Ability and Accessibility Center for more information about
the commitment that IBM has to accessibility.
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Appendix B. Contacting IBM
You can contact IBM for customer support, software services, product information,
and general information. You also can provide feedback to IBM about products
and documentation.
The following table lists resources for customer support, software services, training,
and product and solutions information.
Table 1. IBM resources
Resource

Description and location

IBM Support Portal

You can customize support information by
choosing the products and the topics that
interest you at www.ibm.com/support/
entry/portal/Software/
Information_Management/
InfoSphere_Information_Server

Software services

You can find information about software, IT,
and business consulting services, on the
solutions site at www.ibm.com/
businesssolutions/

My IBM

You can manage links to IBM Web sites and
information that meet your specific technical
support needs by creating an account on the
My IBM site at www.ibm.com/account/

Training and certification

You can learn about technical training and
education services designed for individuals,
companies, and public organizations to
acquire, maintain, and optimize their IT
skills at http://www.ibm.com/training

IBM representatives

You can contact an IBM representative to
learn about solutions at
www.ibm.com/connect/ibm/us/en/

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2013, 2014
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Appendix C. Accessing the product documentation
Documentation is provided in a variety of formats: in the online IBM Knowledge
Center, in an optional locally installed information center, and as PDF books. You
can access the online or locally installed help directly from the product client
interfaces.
IBM Knowledge Center is the best place to find the most up-to-date information
for InfoSphere Information Server. IBM Knowledge Center contains help for most
of the product interfaces, as well as complete documentation for all the product
modules in the suite. You can open IBM Knowledge Center from the installed
product or from a web browser.

Accessing IBM Knowledge Center
There are various ways to access the online documentation:
v Click the Help link in the upper right of the client interface.
v Press the F1 key. The F1 key typically opens the topic that describes the current
context of the client interface.
Note: The F1 key does not work in web clients.
v Type the address in a web browser, for example, when you are not logged in to
the product.
Enter the following address to access all versions of InfoSphere Information
Server documentation:
http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ/

If you want to access a particular topic, specify the version number with the
product identifier, the documentation plug-in name, and the topic path in the
URL. For example, the URL for the 11.3 version of this topic is as follows. (The
⇒ symbol indicates a line continuation):
http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/⇒
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.common.doc/common/accessingiidoc.html

Tip:
The knowledge center has a short URL as well:
http://ibm.biz/knowctr

To specify a short URL to a specific product page, version, or topic, use a hash
character (#) between the short URL and the product identifier. For example, the
short URL to all the InfoSphere Information Server documentation is the
following URL:
http://ibm.biz/knowctr#SSZJPZ/

And, the short URL to the topic above to create a slightly shorter URL is the
following URL (The ⇒ symbol indicates a line continuation):
http://ibm.biz/knowctr#SSZJPZ_11.3.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.common.doc/⇒
common/accessingiidoc.html
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Changing help links to refer to locally installed documentation
IBM Knowledge Center contains the most up-to-date version of the documentation.
However, you can install a local version of the documentation as an information
center and configure your help links to point to it. A local information center is
useful if your enterprise does not provide access to the internet.
Use the installation instructions that come with the information center installation
package to install it on the computer of your choice. After you install and start the
information center, you can use the iisAdmin command on the services tier
computer to change the documentation location that the product F1 and help links
refer to. (The ⇒ symbol indicates a line continuation):
Windows

IS_install_path\ASBServer\bin\iisAdmin.bat -set -key ⇒
com.ibm.iis.infocenter.url -value http://<host>:<port>/help/topic/

AIX® Linux

IS_install_path/ASBServer/bin/iisAdmin.sh -set -key ⇒
com.ibm.iis.infocenter.url -value http://<host>:<port>/help/topic/

Where <host> is the name of the computer where the information center is
installed and <port> is the port number for the information center. The default port
number is 8888. For example, on a computer named server1.example.com that uses
the default port, the URL value would be http://server1.example.com:8888/help/
topic/.

Obtaining PDF and hardcopy documentation
v The PDF file books are available online and can be accessed from this support
document: https://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27008803
&wv=1.
v You can also order IBM publications in hardcopy format online or through your
local IBM representative. To order publications online, go to the IBM
Publications Center at http://www.ibm.com/e-business/linkweb/publications/
servlet/pbi.wss.
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Notices and trademarks
This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.
This material may be available from IBM in other languages. However, you may be
required to own a copy of the product or product version in that language in order
to access it.

Notices
IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:
IBM Director of Licensing
IBM Corporation
North Castle Drive
Armonk, NY 10504-1785 U.S.A.
For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or send
inquiries, in writing, to:
Intellectual Property Licensing
Legal and Intellectual Property Law
IBM Japan Ltd.
19-21, Nihonbashi-Hakozakicho, Chuo-ku
Tokyo 103-8510, Japan
The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or
implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply
to you.
This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.
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Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web
sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM
product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.
IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.
Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact:
IBM Corporation
J46A/G4
555 Bailey Avenue
San Jose, CA 95141-1003 U.S.A.
Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.
The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement,
IBM International Program License Agreement or any equivalent agreement
between us.
Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.
Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of
those products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources.
IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of
performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products.
Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
suppliers of those products.
All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.
This information is for planning purposes only. The information herein is subject to
change before the products described become available.
This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business
enterprise is entirely coincidental.
COPYRIGHT LICENSE:
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This information contains sample application programs in source language, which
illustrate programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy,
modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to
IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application
programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating
platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples have not
been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or
imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs. The sample
programs are provided "AS IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be
liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.
Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must
include a copyright notice as follows:
© (your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp.
Sample Programs. © Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights
reserved.
If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color
illustrations may not appear.

Privacy policy considerations
IBM Software products, including software as a service solutions, (“Software
Offerings”) may use cookies or other technologies to collect product usage
information, to help improve the end user experience, to tailor interactions with
the end user or for other purposes. In many cases no personally identifiable
information is collected by the Software Offerings. Some of our Software Offerings
can help enable you to collect personally identifiable information. If this Software
Offering uses cookies to collect personally identifiable information, specific
information about this offering’s use of cookies is set forth below.
Depending upon the configurations deployed, this Software Offering may use
session or persistent cookies. If a product or component is not listed, that product
or component does not use cookies.
Table 2. Use of cookies by InfoSphere Information Server products and components
Component or
feature

Type of cookie
that is used

Collect this data

Purpose of data

Disabling the
cookies

Any (part of
InfoSphere
Information
Server
installation)

InfoSphere
Information
Server web
console

v Session

User name

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

Any (part of
InfoSphere
Information
Server
installation)

InfoSphere
Metadata Asset
Manager

v Session

Product module

v Persistent

v Authentication

v Persistent

No personally
identifiable
information

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

v Authentication
v Enhanced user
usability
v Single sign-on
configuration
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Table 2. Use of cookies by InfoSphere Information Server products and components (continued)
Product module

Component or
feature

Type of cookie
that is used

Collect this data

Purpose of data

Disabling the
cookies

InfoSphere
DataStage®

Big Data File
stage

v Session

v User name

v Persistent

v Digital
signature

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

InfoSphere
DataStage

XML stage

Session

v Authentication

v Session ID

v Single sign-on
configuration

Internal
identifiers

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

v Authentication
InfoSphere
DataStage

InfoSphere Data
Click

IBM InfoSphere
DataStage and
QualityStage®
Operations
Console

Session

InfoSphere
Information
Server web
console

v Session

InfoSphere Data
Quality Console

No personally
identifiable
information

User name

v Persistent

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

v Authentication

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

v Authentication
Session

No personally
identifiable
information

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

v Authentication
v Single sign-on
configuration

InfoSphere
QualityStage
Standardization
Rules Designer

InfoSphere
Information
Server web
console

InfoSphere
Information
Governance
Catalog

InfoSphere
Information
Analyzer

v Session

User name

v Persistent

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

v Authentication
v Session

v User name

v Persistent

v Internal
identifiers

v Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

v Authentication

v State of the tree v Single sign-on
configuration
Data Rules stage
in the InfoSphere
DataStage and
QualityStage
Designer client

Session

Session ID

Session
management

Cannot be
disabled

If the configurations deployed for this Software Offering provide you as customer
the ability to collect personally identifiable information from end users via cookies
and other technologies, you should seek your own legal advice about any laws
applicable to such data collection, including any requirements for notice and
consent.
For more information about the use of various technologies, including cookies, for
these purposes, see IBM’s Privacy Policy at http://www.ibm.com/privacy and
IBM’s Online Privacy Statement at http://www.ibm.com/privacy/details the
section entitled “Cookies, Web Beacons and Other Technologies” and the “IBM
Software Products and Software-as-a-Service Privacy Statement” at
http://www.ibm.com/software/info/product-privacy.
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Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com® are trademarks or registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at www.ibm.com/legal/
copytrade.shtml.
The following terms are trademarks or registered trademarks of other companies:
Adobe is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United
States, and/or other countries.
Intel and Itanium are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or
its subsidiaries in the United States and other countries.
Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other
countries, or both.
Microsoft, Windows and Windows NT are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in
the United States, other countries, or both.
UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other
countries.
Java™ and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates.
The United States Postal Service owns the following trademarks: CASS, CASS
Certified, DPV, LACSLink, ZIP, ZIP + 4, ZIP Code, Post Office, Postal Service, USPS
and United States Postal Service. IBM Corporation is a non-exclusive DPV and
LACSLink licensee of the United States Postal Service.
Other company, product or service names may be trademarks or service marks of
others.
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